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Abstract 

This report describes progress in research on an autonomous robot for planetary explo- 
ration performed during 1991 at the Robotics Institute, Carnegie Mellon University. The 
report summarizes the achievements during calendar year 1991, and lists personnel and 
publications. In addition, it includes several papers resulting from the research. 

Research in 1991 focused on understanding the unique capabilities of the Ambler mech- 
anism and on autonomous walking in rough, natural terrain. We also designed a sample 
acquisition system, and began to configure a successor to the Ambler. 

Understanding Mechanism Capablities - In 1991 we concluded an investigation of 
the interaction between the Ambler and the terrain. This work led to new stability 
measures, novel force redistribution models, and reactive control schemes. In order to 
quantify the performance of the Ambler, we measured the power consumption of the 
Ambler while walking, and while raising and lowering the body. We also calibrated 
more exactly the kinematics of the mechanism. 

Autonomous Walking - The experimental program in walking on rough terrain contin- 
ued and expanded. Highlights include the following: 

0 Long-term autonomous walking over challenging terrain, including a live demon- 

a Autonomous walking outdoors, including night-time navigation. 

0 Installation of all computing and electronics on-board the Ambler. 

stration to  sponsors. 

Sample Acquisition - In 1990 we demonstrated sampling capabilities on a testbed sep- 
arate from the Ambler. In 1991 we designed a sampling system for the Ambler. It 
consists of a commercial manipulator, a short-range light-stripe sensor, and a storage 
receptacle. The arm and sensor are mounted on the horizontal link of a leg, rather than 
underneath a body. This design was not fabricated during 1991 for financial reasons. 

Configuration of a Successor to the Ambler - We began to configure an integrated 
lander/walker for planetary exploration. This preliminary work is incomplete, and we 
expect this topic to be one of the central concerns for the research program in 1992. 
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1 Introduction 
This report reviews progress during 1991 at the Robotics Institute, Carnegie Mellon Univer- 
sity, on research sponsored by NASA titled “Autonomous Planetary Rover.” This program 
to develop an Earth-based prototype of an autonomous planetary rover is organized around 
three teams that are developing the locomotion, perception, and planning subsystems. A 
joint task is to integrate the three subsystems into an experimental robot system. We will 
use this system for evaluating, demonstrating, and validating the concepts and technologies 
developed in the program. 

The technical objectives of the research include the following: 

To develop and demonstrate an autonomous Earth-based mobile robot that can survive, 
explore, and sample in rugged, natural terrains analogous to those of Mars. 

To provide detailed, local representations and broad, 3-D descriptions of rugged, un- 
known terrain by exploiting diverse sensors and data sources. 

To demonstrate robot autonomy through a planning and task control architecture that 
incorporates robot goals, intentions, actions, exceptions, and safeguards. 

This report is organized as follows. The next four sections describe key accomplish- 
ments of the project research from January 1991 to December 1991. These accomplishments 
span four research areas: 1) understanding the capabilities of the Ambler mechanism, 2) 
autonomous walking, 3) sample acquisition, and 4) preliminary configuration of a succes- 
sor to the Ambler. The report lists the members of the research group in Section 6, and 
their publications in Section 7. Finally, the report includes detailed papers representative of 
specific areas of research. 

2 Understanding Mechanism Capabilities 

2.1 Walker/Terrain Interaction 
Walker/terrain interaction underlies all of the stability and reliability issues associated with 
walking on unstructured, natural terrain. In his Ph.D. thesis [66],  Peter Nagy employed 
modeling, simulation, analysis, and experiments to investigate and characterize this inter- 
action in the context of reliable, autonomous walking on natural terrain, where important 
effects include 1) ground compliance, and 2) supports that might fail due to slope failures, 
slipping o f f  the edges of rocks, or the like. 

Walker/terrain issues that were investigated in the thesis are combined to form a viable 
walking prescription, where the state of the walker is continuously monitored, and used 
to characterize the nature of the walker/terrain interaction. One characterization of the 
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interaction is by walker stability; for this, Nagy developed new stability mcaures that take 
into account the effects of compliant terrain. If the interaction is favorable, planned machine 
motions may be executed by using nominal control, which is normally used to control the 
walker on natural terrain. If the interaction is unfavorable, feet are repositioned to place thc 
walker in a more favorable stance. 

It may be necessary to accept some poor footholds in order for a walker to progress; in 
these instances force redistribution models-that describe how vertical forces redistribute 
under a set of compliant feet due to body motion-may be used to ensure the stability of 
subsequent motions. This conservative method of carrying out walker motions is detailed in 
Appendix A. 

If anomalous conditions arise that may affect the stability of the walker-such as sup- 
port failures, unexpected foot forces, and low stability-reactive control is employed. The 
structure of the reactive controller is shown in Figure 1. 

Portions of the both reactive and nominal control have been implemented, and the on- 
going debugging and progression of the walking prescription is leading to more reliable 
autonomous locomotion on unstructured terrain. 

2.2 Power Consumption 
One of the central considerations in developing the Ambler has been energy efficiency (see 
Appendix D). In 1991, we acquired power consumption data for the current implementation 
of the Ambler design. 

To measure power consumption, we installed a digital power meter on the line between 
the 208 V supply and the Ambler. We digitized the analog output of the meter at 10 Hz, 
and synchronized the readings with the real-time robot controller. We then commanded the 
Ambler to perform various motions, and recorded the sum of the three phases of effective 
power. 

Figure 2 illustrates the power consumed while walking 2 m in four steps on sandy terrain. 
The figure reveals that circulating a single leg consumes 150 W, and that propelling the body 
horizontally at 7.5 cm/sec (roughly one-half the maximum velocity) requires 600 W. To our 
knowledge, this level of propulsive power is unprecedented for a 2500 kg vehicle traversing 
rough terrain. The figure shows that the steady-state power consumption of the motors, 
amplifiers, and associated electronics is about 1400 W. Using more efficient components, 
particularly multiplexor power supplies and servo amplifiers, could substantially reduce this 
steady-state power draw. 

Figure 3 illustrates the power consumed while raising and lowering the body at different 
rates. The figure shows that lifting the body at 7 cm/s (maximum velocity) consumes ap- 
proximately 1800 W. Lifting the body, power consumption increases approximately linearly 
with velocity. Lowering the body, power consumption is constant and equal to the steady- 
state level, because lost potential energy is dissipated as heat by the amplifiers. As shown 
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Figure 1: Reactive walking control 
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Figure 2: Power consumption during walking cycle 
Power consumed while walking 2 m in four steps on sandy terrain, The distance that the body 
moves is 50 cm. The peak body velocity is 7.5 cm/sec (4.5 m/mh).  

in Figure 3d-f, the power profile does not depend significantly on acceleration. From the 
experimental data, we computed the efficiency of the mechanism as the ratio of mechanical 
output power to measured input electrical power. While lifting the body at 7.5 cm/sec, the 
efficiency is 70% [3]. 

2.3 Kinematic Calibration 
Other advances in 1991 have refined our models of the Ambler mechanism, and quantified 
them more exactly. We calibrated separately each of the six Ambler legs, identifying offsets 
and gear ratios related to the "sag" of the body, and "spread" of the two central shafts under 
load. The calibration improved the accuracy of dead reckoning from 3.5 cm/step to less than 
1 cm/step. 

3 Autonomous Walking 
Major accomplishments in 1991 include autonomous walking outdoors, autonomous walking 
at night, and autonomous long-duration walking. 

In September of 1991, the Ambler ventured outdoors for the first time, walking in the 
parking lot adjoining the Planetary Robotics Building (Figure 4). In one afternoon, it took 
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Figure 3: Power consumption during vertical body motion 
Power consumed while raising and lowering the body 1 m at different velocities and accelerations: 
(a) 2 cm/s, 1 cm/s2, (b) 4 cm/s, 1 cm/s’, (c) 6 cm/s, 1 cm/s2, (d) 7 cm/s, 1 cm/s2, (e) 7 cm/s, 10 
un/s*, ( f )  7 cm/s, 100 cm/s2. 

100 steps along a gently curving arc, traveling about 25 meters over a variety of obstacles, 
including wooden boxes and ramps. The software system operated for about six consecutive 
hours. 

Another first in 1991 was for the Ambler to walk at night, without lights. The scanning 
laser rangefinder does not require ambient illumination, unlike the human eye and ordinary 
cameras. In fact, the laser rangefinder images are sharper at night than during the day, 
because the signal-to-noise ratio is higher without ambient illumination. With this scnsor, 
the Ambler can operate 24 hours a day, independently of lighting conditions. 

During the Fall of 1991 the Ambler set new endurance records walking over an obstacle 
course-rolling, sandy terrain studded with numerous large boulders and a long wooden 
ramp-inside the Planetary Robotics Building. It walked a number of “figure-eight’’ circuits, 
each covering about 35 meters and 550 degrees of turn. In one three-day trial without being 
reset, it took 300 steps, traveling about 100 meters. 

In addition, the Ambler autonomously crossed over a 1.5 meter tall, 4 meter long boulder. 
To achieve this, the software system automatically raised the height of the Ambler to near 
full extension. 
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Figure 4: Ambler walking outdoors 
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3.1 Mechanism and Real-Time Control 
In 1991 all computing for perception, planning, and control was installed on-board. Three 
Sun workstations provide the computing for perception and planning. Two processors and 
nine motion control boards provide real-time control. As a consequence of this migration, 
the tether was reduced to a power line and thin ethernet. 

Other mechanism changes included installing two new shoulder gears, replacing the signal 
multiplexing system, changing from analog to digital force sensing, and installing a camera 
for visual position estimation. 

Significant extensions of the real-time controller occurred in 1991. One extension imple- 
mented horizontal leg-terrain collision handling, so that significant horizontal forces cause 
all motions to terminate. Another extension implemented automatic leveling, so that sig- 
nificant tilt (measured by on-board clinometers) cause corrective leveling movements by the 
Z-axes. A third extension implemented velocity profiling for leg moves, producing smoother 
and faster motions. 

3.2 Perception 
In 1991, we directed the manufacturer of the Perceptron scanner to modify the avalanche 
photo-diode circuits in the device. The changes substantially reduced the range drift due 
to thermal excitation that caused many problems in 1990 (see Appendix B). In concert 
with these hardware improvements, we implemented a new terrain mapping system that 
constructs maps in a reference frame affixed to the Ambler rather than in a fixed reference 
frame affixed to an arbitrary point. Other developments include supporting video input, 
managing memory usage, and achieving concurrency by interleaving map computations with 
image access. 

Work on position estimation evolved in three directions during 1991. First, we completed 
the implementation and evaluation of dead reckoning. Second, we developed a procedure 
to identify the position and orientation of the Ambler from a single image acquired by 
a black-and-white CCTV camera mounted on the robot. The approach requires knowing 
in advance the positions of “landmarks,” which were structural features of the Planetary 
Robotics Building, such as windows and doors. Third, we implemented a position history 
mechanism that records dead reckoned and visually reckoned position estimates. 

In a more theoretical vein, in 1991 we developed an approach to model rough terrain with 
fractal functions. We implemented algorithms to compute the fractal dimension of terrain 
viewed with scanning laser rangefinders, and tested them successfully on real Perceptron 
images. 
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3.3 Planning 
In 1991 we continued t o  develop the hierarchy of planning algorithms for trajectories, gaits, 
leg recoveries, and footfalls. For trajectory planning, we implemented a simple technique 
for choosing arcs to traverse, and incorporated it into the graphical user interface (cf. next 
section). 

For gait planning, we re-modularized the existing planner to streamline the control flow of 
the walking system and to facilitate incorporation of different planning algorithms (at least 
three have been developed). In addition, we developed a new constraint analysis method, 
and used it to implement a simple “crab” (side-to-side) gait plus an algorithm to shuffle 
the legs into standard configurations while maintaining conservative stability. Finally: wc 
investigated the use of the energy stability margin to plan the most stable body move. 

We completed testing and evaluating the neural-net footfall learning algorithm, and in- 
corporated its results in the footfall planning module. See Appendix C for details. 

3.4 Task-Level Control 
Substantial progress in execution monitoring, error detection, and error recovery was achieved 
in 1991, thus expanding the Ambler’s repertoire of software safety features. Error detection 
has been implemented for the following conditions: 

e Kinematic limits. This required developing an accurate as-built model of the Ambler 
and using the model to to predict leg/leg and leg/body collisions in real-time. 

e Stability problems. This required first developing an accurate model of the Ambler’s 
weight distribution, in order to compute the center of gravity and to evaluate instan- 
taneous stability, and then implementing a stability monitor that watches commands 
going to the Ambler and rejects those that would cause tipover. 

e Unstable footholds. We developed an algorithm that uses a neural net, trained on 
actual data from the Ambler, to  analyze the forces experienced when legs contact the 
ground. 

Unanticipated terrain collisions. 

e Intermittent hardware faults. 

Error recovery strategies have been implemented that enable the Ambler to continue after 
failures. The strategies include the following: 

0 Retrying leg moves. When an unstable foothold is detected, the Ambler moves the leg 
in the vicinity until a stable foothold is reached. 
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e Replanning moves. In concurrent operation, the Ambler plans ahead several leg and 
body moves. When the time comes to execute a move that was planned some time ago, 
there may be a difference between the artual and projected body geometry. In this 
case, the Ambler kills off the planned moves, and restarts planning from the current 
configuration. 

Lifting the body. When planned motion is impeded by tall obstacles, the Ambler 
generates and executes plans to elevate itself enough to clear the obstacles. 

e Shuffling the legs. When planning cannot proceed (typically because of awkward 
stances), the Ambler shuffles its feet into a standard pose. The algorithm chooses 
a sequence of leg moves that maintains stability while shuffling the feet. 

In 1991 we continued to address issues of memory usage by the Task Control Architecture 
(TCA) and by the component software (controller, perception, planning). These efforts 
to develop sophisticated memory management techniques eliminated memory lcaks to the 
extent that thousands of steps can be taken. 

We implemented an initial version of a graphical user interface that provides the ability 
to specify and edit routes and to view the progress of the Ambler. 

We ported the TCA software to the NeXT machine for use by NASA Ames, and provided 
Ames users with information and debugging help. We also patched various bugs in both the 
C and LISP versions, enhanced the functionality of the “wiretap” mechanism, and developed 
direct (point-to-point) communications schemes. 

4 Sample Acquisition 
We have developed and demonstrated sampling capabilities on a testbed separate from the 
Ambler. The system demonstrated in the laboratory is now mature and can be used as part 
of a full-fledged sampling system. Consequently, we have investigated possible configurations 
for a sampling system on the Ambler. This section summarizes the possible designs that 
were investigated and reports on the selected design. This design was not fabricated during 
1991 for financial reasons. 

4.1 Design Considerations 
The overall scenario calls for the Ambler navigating through unknown terrain, stopping at 
specific locations to collect samples. The sampling system that we envision comprises the 
following components: 

e A manipulator: The number of degrees of freedom and the exact configuration are 
the main parameters. One driving consideration in the selection and placement of 
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the manipulator is to take advantage of the existing degrees of freedom of the Ambler 
itself. For example using the Ambler for approximate positioning in the vicinity of the 
samples, and the manipulator for fine positioning. Two important consequences are 
that a small reachable area would be acceptable, and that a full six degree-of-freedom 
design may not be necessary. 

A short-range 3-D sensor: For efficiency reasons, we considered at first using the same 
sensor as used on the current sampling testbed. It is a short-range (up to two meters) 
imaging range finder that uses visible light patterns. Using the same sensor allows for 
using the same perception software as on the testbed. However, the sensor does have 
some limitations such as relatively large size, small field of view, and small operational 
range due to the use of conventional cameras and visible light. More efficient laser 
rangefinders could and should be used; this would not affect the physical configuration 
significantly. 

Computing: The computing used on the sampling testbed consists of a Sun4-equivalent 
workstation. In the current scenario, the Ambler would not be performing any other 
task while sampling, so existing on-board computing could be used to perform sampling 
operat ions. 

It became apparent very early in the design process that one issue would override any 
other considerations of power, weight, or speed: the available space on the vehicle. Available 
space is severely limited for several reasons. First, the vertical clearance of the Ambler, that 
is the smallest height between terrain and bottom of vehicle body is extremely small, about 
6 inches, which limits the size of the equipment that may use space under the body. This 
limit may be increased by placing the limit switches higher on the leg. This would guarantee 
the safety of additional equipment while providing more space. However, this solution would 
reduce the available leg stroke, and therefore would restrict the terrainability of the vehiclc. 
We decided to keep the current vertical clearance. Second, there is little room on the legs 
themselves to add equipment, because the additional equipment may cause leg collisions 
during leg recovery. 

4.2 Designs Investigated 
Several designs were investigated. In this section we give a brief overview of two possible 
designs and our reasons for not selecting them. 

The first, and simplest design, is to mount a gripper on a vertical actuator at the centcr 
of one of the bodies (Figure 5 ) .  This is a simple design that addresses directly the concerns 
with vertical clearance. This concept was rejected because the Ambler would have to be 
used to control the position of the gripper in the horizontal plane. 
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In a second design, a 3-dof arm is mounted in a cylindrical sampling pod under one of 
the bodies. The arm can be retracted to fit inside the cylinder, depositing the sample i n  
receptacles placed at the circumference of the cylinder. A first problem is the design of a 
manipulator that can at the same time expand to reach samples, retract to fit within the 
vertical clearance, and to deposit samples in the receptacles. No off-the-shelf manipulator 
is appropriate and new components would have to be designed. A second, more serious 
problem, is the placement of the sensor. Because of vertical clearance, the sensor cannot 
be placed directly under the body in an orientation such that the intersection of its field 
of view with the reachable space of the manipulator is large enough. One possible solution 
is to mount the sensor on one of the legs, while keeping the manipulator under the body. 
Although attractive, this solution introduced another problem related to the calibration of 
the sensor with respect to the manipulator. Specifically, since the sensor may move wit,li 
respect to the arm, the transformation between arm and sensor reference frames has to be 
recomputed every time the vehicle is in a different configuration. 

4.3 Selected Configuration 
The configuration that was selected is to attach both sensor and manipulator to the side 
of the leg. To guarantee that 
no collisions occur between sampling equipment and other legs, the placement shown in 
those figures is the only possible one. In the configuration, sensor and arm are fixed with 
respect to each other, thus avoiding the calibration issue. The other advantage is that the 
sampling system may be easily placed such that the vertical clearance constraint is satisficd. 
A receptacle, currently a rectangular bin, is also placed on the leg to receive the collected 
samples. Based on a trade study, a commercial arm, the CRS-Plus was identified as having 
the characteristics needed for this configuration, and is the one shown in the figures. The 
configuration can be designed to optimize the overlap between sensor field of view and arm 
reachable region while satisfying the other constraints. The optimal configuration is shown 
in Figure 7 in which the intersection region is shaded. 

One drawback of this configuration is that signals from the sensor and the actuators 
have to be routed to the manipulator controller and the computing equipment. Since the 
system is mounted on a leg and the controller and computing are in the body, an additional 
slip ring is required to carry the signals to the racks inside the body. Although adding some 
complexity to the overall machine, it was determined that commercial slip rings would suffice 
for the number and type of signals required. 

In conclusion, a complete design of a sampling system on the Ambler is now available. 
The design uses mostly off-the-shelf components and is intended to make maximum use of 
the techniques developed on the sampling testbed in the laboratory. 

Figure 6 shows top and side views of the configuration. 
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Figure 8: Integrated lander/walker concept 

5 Configuration of a Successor to the Ambler 
To actualize the unfulfilled potential of articulated machines for roles in space, there is a 
need to configure a successor to the Ambler. In 1991, we began to configure an integrated 
lander/walker (Figure 8) for planetary exploration. 

We evaluated a number of alternatives, including the Ambler, the Soviet three-cab, the 
Martin Marietta beam walker, the Viking lander, and the Lunokhod. We identified 9nini- 
malism and spaceworthiness as key issues that must play decisive roles in the configuration. 
We investigated mission specifications and constraints, stowage, scale, power, telemetry, 
and thermal control. We revisited the model developed in the Ambler research program of 
perception, planning, and control. 

Our preliminary work is incomplete. We expect this topic to be the central focus for t,he 
research program in 1992. 

6 Personnel 
The following personnel were directly supported by the project, or performed related and 
contributing research in 1991: 

Faculty: 
Reid Simmons, Chuck Thorpe, William Whittaker. 

Martial Hebert, Katsushi Ikeuchi, Take0 Kanade, Eric Krotkov, Tom Mitchell, 

Staff: Brian Albrecht, Purushothaman Balakumar, Gary Baun, Mike Blackwell, Kevin 
Dowling, Christopher Fedor, Kerien Fitzpatrick, Regis Hoffman, Jim Martin, Clark McDon- 
ald, Jim Moody, Dave Pahnos, Henning Pangels, Bill Ross. 
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Visiting Scientists: 
rice Noreils. 

Kenichi Arakawa, Herve Delingette, Pablo Gonzalez de Santos, Fab- 

Graduate  Students:  
Peter Nagy, Gerry Roston, David Wettergreen. 

John Bares, Lonnie Chrisman, Richard Goodwin, Goang Tay Hsu, 

Undergraduate  Students:  
Nathan Harding, Terry Lim, Hans Thomas. 

Steve Baier, Jonathan Burroughs, Doug DeCarlo, John Greer, 
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ABSTRACT 

Statically-stable walking robou otTa advantager o v u  
their whaled and tracked countup?~U for autonomous 
planuary exploration: vu.: mhanced agility. power efficiency. 
and smooth platform motion. A prescription for how to walkon 
unknown main with an unprecedented degree of reliability is 
needed for this. and other applications. To fulfill Ihis objective. 
what is required is an appropriate way w deal with walker1 
lcrcain interaction. Tliilhin intuaction underlier all of the smbility 
and reliability issues arrocialed wirh walking. This work 
addresses walkerjtenain inWaction in the conkat of walking 
on general main in ordu to vhieve suble prfam~ce of 
autonomous waking robols in the face of rhe multitude of 
main anditions that exist in unsuucturod. naWd temin. 

Walker/rerrain inleraction is dexri’ced for nominal 
motions of rhs machine. The name of the inlaaclion is 
expanded to consider what occurs during support failure. and 
what may be done to counter its eflecm. To evaluate b e  
stability of the walker. a new measure has been developed 
which takes inu, scxount the cfTecls of Wain compliance on 
wlllter stability. These rerearch elemem are combined into a 
viable prescription for how ta walk statically on unstn~~rurcd 
terrain. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The ability of some wnlkers to select where Ihei feet 

u m k t  the ground greatly inacases their ability to w v a e  
rugged terrain [I]. Furthamore. selective terrain rnntacr may 
be ured UI enhance the waking robot’s stability. Discrete 
terrain coniacs ideally lcad to b w u  locomotive power 
consumption as no energy is requiral for rolling friction or 
“plowing” through terrain. Unless fcct slip. legged vchiclcs 
only put cnugy into he remain when makiig foot codacu. 
These advantages are only possible lhrough appropriate canvol 
of such walkers. which is the subject of this work. What maker 
h i s  work difficult is contending wilh unruuctured. natural 
terrain. while providing absolulc reliabiliry. 

There is a growing rccognition of the imporlance of 
accounting for h e  effecc; of naNra1 terrain in waking control. 
For example, many rwcm works on scwo level conrrol of 
walkers focus on Il~ceffccu of renainconiplimncc. Wi’s force 
rcdistribu5on control mahod IO minimkc powcr consumption 
[2] has h e n  supplmnrcd by more cficicnl rncthods h t  
emphasize fod~crmin  conlac1 IO avoid foot slippage [31.[4]. 

Considering fmfltcrrain interaction phenomena has increased 
the state-of-rhs-art in wlllrig conwl racarch. However. we 
belicve that further a d v a n w  will be made by approaching 
walkingmodeling andconiml from asystmicviewpomL Each 
individual foot contact is just part of Ihe entire mechanical 
systcm. Thcrcfore. we wish to address interaction phenomena 
of the entire walker with terrain 

The wdkedrerrain interaction phenomena and methods of 
dealiig with it addressed in this work are broadly applicable LO 
statically-ruble wallren. Howcver. these will primarily be 
d i s c 4  in the context of AMBLER, L hexapod walking 
machine developed at CMlegic Meum University [5].[6]. This 
walking robot was used utcnsively in be expimenial ponion 
of this work. 

Figure 1. The AMBLER Waking Machine. 

The wnlkerlkrrain interaction phemmena f a  nomindly 
conuolling a sutically-stable waXig  machine arc &scribed in 
the next section. This is followed by a reEton deraibing he 
interaction and methods developed ta avoid tipover due to 
support failures. A new stability measure that lakcs mm 
account the effect of compliant natural tenah on stability is 
then prcsenled. This measure is useful for evaluating planned 
motions. and as a real-time monitor LO preserve the safety of the 
robot. The algorirhms. meastucs, and howlcdge of walker/ 
lcrrain inieraclion phenomena are then cornbmcd to form a 
prescription for how IO walk on general terrain. 
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2. WALKERITERRAIN INTERACTION 
Interaction wilh the terrain occurs during thc dilfcrcnt 

elemental waking motions. The elcmenral walking motions 
are: log positioring. propulsion anitude, altitude. and force 
rcdisuibution wntrol. Altirude mnaol of the robot doer not 
lead to any significant walker tmmin interaction. Howevcr, 
swinging a leg or propelling the body shifts the body c.g.. and 
consequently causes some inlcraction to occur as detailed l a t a  
in this section. The m e w  by which attitude cone01 is 
achievcd alu, will affect the nature of the inreraction. 

"here was little coupling of the elemenul walking 
motions. Forces passively rcdiiaibuw during motion of the 
c.g, and body tilt is attecled by any ~edisvibution of the 
vertical foot forces. whether caused by this interaction 
mechanism. or vertical foot force redistribution control. For the 
relatively stilf terrain of the AMBLER testb4 this coupling 
was nos Loo important 

In the control sirnulatiom it was ohserved that simple 
position and velocity motion control sU&& in achieving 
stable and accurate motion [8]. The w m o l  simulations used a 
sophisticad dynamic model which included non-linear, non- 
Mnservative foor/tmain interaction models 171. Consequcnrly. 
motion control boards wen procured for the AMBLER. and 
o v a  sevaal  thousands of hours ot operation, they have 
performed well. 

For a gravity-decoupled robot, it is possible to demuple 
most of the elemental waking motions into the vertical and 
horizontal directions. It was found that peak power 
consumption muld h significantly reduccd by carrying out 
motions that require horizontal and vertical acruations 
squautially. 

2.1 AtUludr ConMl 

Attitude (leveling) convol is conventionally achieved by 
exlcnding and retracting vertical actuatots by an amount 
determined by using a simple calmlalion that uses small angle 
approximations: 

(1) AZi = yisin (a) -xisin (p) 

where: y i  is the horizontal distance of le& to the pitch axis 

Xi is the horizontal dismce of leg, to the roll axis 

a and p are the pireh and roll anglesrespecuvcly 

AZi is the change in the vertical length of leg,. 

Other leveling methods lhat use only the vertical aciuators 
but utilize more kinematic information have been derived and 
evaluated 191. There is not a large difference between those 
mcthods. All of these melhods muse the top of the walker IO 
translate. mainly in a horizontal dimlion. They also lead LO 
foot slippage andfor build-up of internal link forces. Another 
method was derivcd hat uses all ax- to level the body. By 
using Ihis method. an arbitrary point on the body may be kept 
from rotating. More imprmtly.  rhis method avoids foot 
slippage and build up of internal linkage forces due to flcxure. 
These phcnomcna occur with z-ares only leveling. and tlieir 
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effecc; are amplified whcn foolfalls are aidisparats elevations. 
Thcrcfore. thc mclhod h a t  uses all axes IO lcvel the body 
should be used when foolfalls arc a1 dissimilar elevations. 11 the 
p a k  power consumption needs IO be minimized. one of the 
merhdr that use only Ihc vcrtiwl ~ X C S  lo lcvcl the body should 
be used for gravity-decoupled r o b &  when footfalls are at 
similar elcvations. 

~ 

2 2  nod7 Pmpulsian 

DuMg body propulsion thcre is an active redistribution of 
forces underneath rhe feet of a walker. even if the bakes are 
applied to the vertical actuamcs. When Ihe machine movcs so 
does im c.g. location. The foot forces must therefore 
redisuibute to obey the laws of statics. If more than rhree legs 
are in ground conlact. thcn the vertical force distribution is 
indeterminate. There are an inlinile n u m b  of possible 
distributions for a given c.g. location. not all of which will be 
desirable. With foot force sensing, the actual distribution may 
be found. It is desirable to be able to predict how these forces 
will redistribute due to a p h n e d  machine motion. in order to 
determine if the planned motion is safe, and if the motion iwlf 
is being achieved with predictable walker/ terrain interaction. 

Simulations of b d y  propul!ions wilh the dynamic model 
showed thrt foot forces changed approximately linearly with a 
linear change in body position (which roughly cnnesponds to a 
linear change in cg. location). Thii indicated Lhat a relatively 
simple model for how foot forces redistribute should he 
rutainable. 

Two methods were developed to predict how vertical 
forces redistributed due IO c.g. morion. The karL-vQriWe 
model predicts the force diaibution after a c.g. move that is as 
close as pssible m the original distribution in a second-norm 
sense. This melhod does not utilize tenahleg mmplianees. A 
second method. the compliunce modd. utilizes legherrain 
mmplimx and kinematic consmints to determine the new 
force dismbution. It can be shown that these two mod& give 
exactly the same predictions for when the wmpliance under 
each leg is equal ( lo] .  In this paper, only the compliance model 
will be presented. 

For a walker wilh n poundcanlacling legs. n > 3. there 
are three shtics equations that apply. The sum of the venical 
forces e q u a l s  the weight of the machine. and thore are no net 
rolbIg OT pitching moments. These may be expressed 
mathematically as: 

F , + F , + F , +  ...+ Fn = W (2) 

X , F l  + X 2 F 2  +X,F, +... + X , F ,  = X,W (3) 

YIFl + Y2F2 + Y,F, + ... + Y,F, = Y,W (4) 

where: Fi is the vertical force on legi 

xi , Yi is the location of leg, 

X, , Y ,  is the location of thc center oi mass 

w is the weight of the walker. 



Equations (2)-(4) are lhree equations in n U&OWN. A 
further n-3 equations arc dcrived through kinematic constraints 
to yield n linearly independenr equations inn unknowns, so the 
unknown foot forces may then be solved. To derive h e x  
additional equations, a basis of three legs is chosen. The 
footpad elevations of thcr d&ne a plane thd will be usad as a 
reference. As foot forces redisuibuk due to c.g. motion. lhis 
plane will move as a function of the change of force on. and the 
complianoe of, each twt. If we consider othcr pound- 
contacting fee4 hey will rise or drop (analogous to lmloading 
or loading a spring under the loot) such that the Cootpads of 
these tcet also touch the reference plane. Thus a mnsuaint 
equation is derived for each of the feel outside of the reference 
uipod ( h c c  legs) by separakly combining them with the 
reference uipod. and constraining all fow legs to lie on the 
reference plane. Each of these equations has the form: 

YkFi + mixj + mhFk + m,F, = a, ( 5 )  

where: legs i. j. and k form the referem tripod 
leg x is the fourlh leg under considmalion 

all mi are a function of leg coordinates and 

spring compliances 

a, is a function of leg mordinaks. spring 

compliances. and previous foot forws. 

To test the validity of these modcls, exprimen& were 
carried out on the AMBLER. The body was propelled various 
distances. and the actual foot forces expmienced by the 
AMBLER were compared to the values predicted by the 
models. For example, the AMBLER was pmpelled fornard by 
1 meter on sand. as shown in Figure 2. Dtring this naverse the 
c.g. moves forward in the Y-coordinate direction by a smaller 
amoun~. 0.702 meters. BS the legs have significant mass and 
they don't navel as far as the body during propulsion. 

forces and moments wcre monilored during the cxperimcnts 
with the AMBLER. In these expcriments they varied. but not in 
any predictable m w c r .  Fortunaicly. the e&ct o l  these forces 
and momenm was on the order of one w two mabmitudes lcss 
importance lhan the vatical forw variations. Therefore it WBS 

sufficient u1 consider only lhc vertical forces in th is  work. 

3. REACTIVE WALKING CONTROL 
When anomalous conditions arise. it is desirable to lake 

reRexive mesFures in order UI ensure the safety of the walker. 
Reactive mnuol is the method by which lhis safety is assured. 
For slowly moving. staticallyatable walkers. such as the 
AMBLER, it is sufficient to simply halt the robot should an 
unexpected event arise. However. if the unexpected event is 
threaning to tip over h e  machine. then a more elaborate 
response is required. In lhese insmces. the legs of the robot 
should be movcd to wuntcract the tipping motion. The remiivc 
leveling algorithm. described below. has keen created for lhi 
plrPo=. 

- leg1 - lrgt - 
kc3 -~ leg5 

A l q 4  

+ leg6 
I I I "  

u.m a21 am 0 3  os0 

Y (m) 
@) predicted 

Figure 2. Propulsion Examplc. Figure 3. Vertical Force Rcdistriburion Due to Body Motion. 

The vertical foot forces logged from Ihe AMBLER are 
shown in Figure 3(a). The predictions from the m m p l i w  
model arc shown in Figure 3(b). The predictions are close 
enough that thcmodel is suirablc lor usage. 

The vertical foot force rcdisuibution modcls give a 
reasonably accwaw portrnyal of how the vcrtical forces 
redisuibute during machine moiiom. The horizontal forces and 
bending momenis x c  not incorporaid in this modcl. Thcse 

3.' Resctivelcve'ing 

Slowly-moving statically-stabilized walking machines are 
in danger of tipping over when support failure(s) occur. The 
reactive leveling algorithm is able to respond approprialcly to 
these support failures wilhout howlcdge of which supports 
failed. nor by how much. The rcacuve lcveling algorithm is 
depictcd in Figure 4. 
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Reactive leveling incorporaler tilt sensing wirhii the 
conml loop. Given the current roll and pilch of the machine. 
the vertical leg extensions q u i d  to level the machine are 
calmlaled. The nu0 of the required extensions between legs 
serves as the ratio of velocity commands that are sent to each 
leg. The spccd that the machine levels is determined by the 
speFi6ed velocity of the leg tha moves with the highest s p e d  
(theleg with thehighestcalculaaiermsion). Forlage values 
of tilt ~ is set IO fhe maximum speed of the leg. for small 
values of tilt i t  is sa to zero. sa that the machine docs mt 
"hunt" about the level position. 

Thc gromdcontacting legs will bring the machine up Lo 
level with this algorithm. Unlcss the mechine is Ire-felling. 
there will always k I sulficicn[ number of ground mnlscu to 
form a srable suppan polygon, which allows the algorirhm IO 

sued. However, supprt failures that cause til- usually 
c a s e  one or two legs to end up in the air 5hex legs are also 
on the high side of the machine. As a result. these legs furlher 
reeact if the rescuve leveling algorithm is applied IO them and 
they will not contribute 11) bcdy support. This significantly 
lessens the stability of the machine. 

4. WALKEWERRAIN INTERACTION 
AND STABILITY 

In thc previous sections of this paper thac have ken a 
number of refereras to machine stability. To mure the safety 
of the robot i u  slabiliry should bc quantified. Stability 
m.%um may be wal m the planning of w a k a  motions. such 
thattheplwnedmotionsdonotundulyjeopardize lhesafctyof 
the robot. The= rneasm may also be incorporated as a safety 
measure incotprated in the real-time controller. 

A wdkw is said to be slsbk if the venical projecuon of iu 
c.g. onta e plane lies inside the polygon formed by the vertical 
Fojections of the feet m the same plane. An example of the 
support polygon for five-legged ground COntaFt is sham in 
Figure 5.  For the walker to r d n  stable, the projection of iu 
c.8. must lic inside lhia polygon For more conservative ( d e r )  
walking, thec.g. may be consudned to move above a maller 
p lygoh  the Cwerwfive Suppod Polygon (CSP). which is a 
mbset of the support polygon [ I  11. If the motion of the c.g. is 
m n h e d  to this smaller ma. the machine rcmains stable even 
ii the mppm of any one of the legs fails. Our planning 
algorithms cwsu&n the body c.g. to lie within the CSP. 

READ BODY TILT Q 
I CALCULATE LEG 

EXTENSIONS 1 
t v 

I SET THE MAXIMUM 1 
I LEG SPEED I 

t 

I DETERMINE THE RATIO I OF LEG VELOCITIES 
v 

I VELOCITY COMMANDS 
I SENT TO EACH LEG I 

I I 

Figure 4. The Reaceve Leveling Algorithm. 

To maximize stabilily while still t h g i n g  h e  mschine to 
level with this maneuver, the nctive leveling algorirhm is 
applied only to the legs that an in ground amtact for that 
canuol cycle. Legs that arc in the air exrend slowly. until they 
contact the ground. After having made contac~ h y  join thc 
subset of legs that are participating in Ihc rcactivc lcvcliig 
a l g o r i h .  

Figure 5. Plan View of thc Suppolr Polygonr for Five Ground- 
Conwring Feu. 

To quantify the srability, the distmce of the c.g. projection 
to the bomdary of eilha aupport polygon may be usd .  
However, a bew m u ~ ~ u r e  is the Enrrgg Srobiliry Mnrgin 
SSM) developed by M s s w i  md Klein [IZl. This measure 
calcularcs theminimwn mngyrrquirmilo tip over the walker. 
' h i s  is found by calculuing &energy to tipmu cafhpairof 
adjacent legs of the suppon polygon. The way to calculate it 
graphically is shown in Figure 6. To tip thc walker over thse  
two legs. thcc.g. has to raise by the height h. Rquiring energy 
mgh. where rn is the mass of the walker. and g is lhe force 
or pavity. The &ti4 detuminuion of h e  ESM has been 
&rived [lo]. 

Thistypeofmeasmeis bennsinceitquwtifics thccnergy 
of a disturbance (such as suppon failure) lhnl is rquLed IO 

topple the robot. However. it does not rake into mount the 
mmpliant effezts of natural terrain. We have augmented the 
ESM by taking this into lloc~unt by developing thc Compl id  
&rgy Sto6ilir)r Margi~ (CESM). 

To calculate the Complimt h a g y  Stability Margin. the 
ESM for cach edge is first calculated. However. compliant 
footfalls will furlher compress. as the two legs that the c.g. is 
swinging over now t a r  the lul l  weight of the walka Thercfore 
rhrrc loct sink. requiring a smaller height that the c.g. necdr IO 
risc,for incipicnt tipover. The geometry 01 incipieni l ipovcr is  
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shown in Figure 7. The ESM calculsl~s the cnergy required for 
the c.g. to reach point j. With compliant fwrfalls. the c.g. rises 
by a smaller amount. to poinl k. in this example. Thcrefore the 
CESM prdicts mallcr subility. 

Foot 1 

Margin. 
Figure b. Graphical Calculation of the Energy Stability 

/ 

SIDE VIEW TOP VIEW 
Figure 7 .  Gmmeuy of Incipient Tipover. 

The ESM and CESM measures for the same 1 meter 
propulsion example dircussed in Section 2 are shown in Figure 
8. Thcrr is m significant diffuence t c t w m  the wo 
~ u r c s ,  though the terrain was very stiff. The propulsi 
example was do= on flat raTabL If we superimpose a slope of 

19 

I7 

13 

I 1  

9 
4% -0.2s 0.m 0.25 0.50 

Y (m) 

Figure 8. The ESM and CESM for h e  1 m e w  Propulsion 
Example. 

3W on the same propulsion example. the two measures diEer 

flat ground example, Ihe maximum stability is near the middle 
of tb trajectory. With h e  machine propelhg forward 
harimrally 85 pan of srccnding the slope. the point of 

j 
i by abut 13.1596. as shown in Figure 9. This occurs since the 

mmpliance of sand on a s l o p  increases significantly. For the 
i 
~ 

maximum sfability moves forward due Lo thc mschine 
g-melry. 

5. A PRESCRIPTION FOR WALKING 
The various wmpomts of important walkerttermk 
interaction phenomena have been described thus far in this 
papu.Tley will now tc cmnbined to form a presription for 
how to walk on g e n d  terrain. To walk on such larain (Lg. 
rmrtrucwed planetary tenain). the method chosen should be 
amsuvative in order to emwe the safety of the r o b o ~  

To walk an general main  while taking interaction 
phenomena into account. the s u e  of the walker is wntinwurly 
monitored and the nature of the wdkcrltarain intesdm is 
charaEtnized If the interaction is h m b l ~  p l d  m a c h i  
mohm may be executed by using mminal conuol. IT thc 
inreraction is unlavorabk feu BR rrpoailiDned to place the 
walkcr in a more fivorsbIc stance It may be necessq to 

thfsc instances the force redistribution models may bused to 
ensure the stability of rubquent motions. If anomalous 
mnditions arise that may possibly aEect he stability of the 
walker, reactive mwl is employed ta respond to such events. 

For maximum stability, only one leg is repositioned at a 
tim% leaving five legs in ground m n t a c L  The waker moves by 
almately taking steps d popelliig the body. n e  action of 
popclling the body and pickiig up the rear-most leg and 
placing ii in front of the body is called a gait cycle. 

Before c8trying out a gait cycle, the slability provided by 
the set of terrain ContacK should be evaluated M o r e  moving to 
ensure the sdety of h robor The nominal presaiption for 
canymg out a gait cycle is shown in Figure IO. Before 
advancing the walker. rhe wnuollcr f is t  checks to see if here 
BIC toeliolds. If there me any. the vertical force redistribution 
that will occur during h e  gait cyclc is predicwd. lfthe machine 
may cyry out he motions of the gair cycle with a sable set of 
leg iorces the gait cycle is executed. If noc he gait planner 
isidomcdoFwhichfemhavctoe-holds. andit will movethese 

.mpt~mcpwrfootholdrinmderforawllk~to~grrss;in 
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Yes LEVEL ? 
DESIRED HEIGHT ? 

PREDICT FORCE 
REDISTRIBUTION D m  TO I- NEXT BODY PROPULSION 

(+- STABLE ? 

7 
INFORM GAIT PLANNER 

I 

MOVE FEET ri 
I '  I --' - PROPEL 

1 

I STEP 
v .L{DOES THE FOOT SUPPORT HIGH FORCES ?+ 

1 

no 
STOP PLANNED CYCLE * 
INFORM GAIT PLANNER - 

Figure 10. Prescription lor Nominal Walking on Ccncral Tcnajn, 
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amp faults 

Yes 

processor faults 
forces and motion controller faults 

positions force sensor faults 
body tilt 

the gait planner 

notify gait 
planner 

1 

Figure 11. Prcrcription lor a Waking Conlrollcr for Ccncrd Temin. 
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f e r  to new locatiom. If the foct have to be rc-located the 
overall stability of the new set of foot conmcts is assessed u, see 
if thc intend4 moiion may lhcn be canid out safely. When B 

new footfall i s  made the bearing capaciry of that foothold is 
tested by putting a large force on that leg. 

n e  load-bearing capacity test docs mt prdude  the 
possibility offwl/terrain m n u u  from being unfavorable if it is 
a toe-hnld. By itself. a Loehold does not endanger the stability 
of the robot. Some toe-holds form shble ground contacts. 
SIabiliq of h W&P is threatened when I number of ~ o e -  
holds co-exist in h e  wnstellation of gmundcontgfting fecr If 
only one footfall is a toe-hol4 lhen v c d d  forces may be 
b i d  away from his Fmtholh and stabdiq is mt a problem 
If a new toe-hold is formed that will endanger Ihe r o b s  I+S 
fmlfall should be changed to a buler psilion if p s i b l e .  If 
only toe-holds exist in the footfall selection area other feet 
which have Ice-holds may thcn krcporitioned. 

This nominal method of waxing should suffice IO allow 
walking on mskuctured terrain, unless anomalous urndidmu; 
arise. Thadore  the walkerlterrain interaction and the state of 
the machine are conrinuously monitored ar shown in Figure 11. 
Reacuve convol should be used ta preserve the safety of the 
robot in these instances. Since the machme is waking 
statically, in mast cases ii sufficient to simply halt h e  
machine. If the failure is dynamic. thereby Ihrearening the 
survival of the r o b o ~  then more involved response is n e s s q .  

Static failure events include unexpecled foot forces. 
crossing an allowable stability heshold, and machine failures 
such as amp faulu. processor faults. motion conwlla faults 
and sensor faults. All of these failure modes should be 
monitored to achieve reliable walhg.  The foot forcer may be 
monimed in real time, and compared to their prediacd values 
(uringrhemodelderrribedinSection22)ino~ru,daaminc 
il the walkerimain inmaftion is unusual, in which case the 
machine can bc brought to a hall. and a new. srable s M e  
established. The slabiliy of the machine should be monitored 
"ing the mehod desmibcd in Section 4 in real-time in order to 
stop motion if some anomalour walkerlknain interaction 
lesrens the machine's stabiliq. 

The dynamic failure rhat is the g m t  mncem is when 
the walker SWLS to tip over. This may occur due to support 
failures. The reactive leveling algorithm (see Section 3) was 
developed for the walker 10 respond 10 swh an event. Thii 
algonlhm is designed to bring the body close to level and when 
the walker and terrain has skabilueb the walker is haltcd. A 
new stance that is favorable is then established and nominal 
walking may then continue. 

. 

6. CONCLUSION 
There is a need for dctmining the elfecu of wslker/ 

m a i n  interaction so lhat autonomous walking robots may 
Uaverre unknown lerrain in a reliable manner. Walker/temain 
hleraction phcnomena have been characterized lhrough 
slnulation experimcnution. analysis. and use of preeviour 
resevch in Ihc field. Knowledge of rhesc phenomena has led to 
the formulaiion of a prescription of how to walk. Whils this 
prercriprion has becn posed in [lie u)nLLcxr of AMBLER, it is 
largely applicable to ollrcr statically-stable walking machincs. 
Portions of this prescription have bcen irnplcrncnied on h e  
AhlBLER. Funhcr implcmcntalion. tcsting. and refining of h e  

prescription will lead to safe autonomous walking on 
unsmcturcd natural [main. 
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Erim 
TI- 

80 
64 
256 
0.47 
0.31 
64fr 

8 
3.0 in 

60 
256 
256 
0.24 
0.24 
40m 

12 
0.98 Em 

Rows 
ColUmtlS 

VCn. StCp (NOIC A) 
Hor. stcp (Note B) 
Ambigwry intcnral 

Number of biwpixcl 
brigs unit (NOK C) 

Table 1: Nominal values of sensor paramcters 
N o t e A  1.; = N*. B: J. = N*. C 4 = 

- - 1  

Figure 4: Pcrcepvon inrcnsity Oen) and range images 
One of the authon IS visible in the inmuifv image sMdrng in 
front of box-lilit targm used for aSihting the SCMOT. ’The 
images have bxn Cnhanctd for printing. 

3 Problems 
Inthissccrton. wedrraibefmreffcra~tmrylead~OcmrupDd 
01 degrdded dam. Two effects. mixcd pirctS and rangcbttau~ty 
m s s t a k ,  arc due to fundamend limitarim of am-cw lara 
odaff. although mCy arc somerimes cmnpounded with pfoblms 
in the design of the actual sensors d-.a~ we u r d  The two o b  ef. 
fccts.disroniw duetoscanningandrangedrifiarcmorerptdfic 
to the parbcolar S C I I P ~  that we use. Howevu. it is imponant u) 
bc a w w  of those cifccis rincc they do &cct the q u a y  of the 
daw Funhamore, simpkc cost-cffccrive rcmediu do not s e t m  to 
cxist at fhc momem even though those problems are thcoreuc4uy 
avoidable. 

3.1 MixedPixels 
Sipihcant  pmblanr occur at pixels dm recave reflecicd energy 
fmm two sllrfaeu : e p d  by a large distance. From an image 
analysis point of vim, we would like the range at such pins 
m a munned Gndrhcr of tk S.Jrkes.  OI st least m fdl io 
bnween in m u  prcdiaaMe way. Tbs fact lbsn the range is 
m c a s d  by integrating ova the entire projcctcd spot leads to a 
phenomenon known IS nixedpirels in which the mwsund nnge 
can k anywhae dong rhe line of sight. In practid t m .  this 
means that occluding edges of sccne objects are unreliable. and 
Ihu phamom ob- may due m mixed mwsumnmrs 
that arc far f m m  !he nrl S I X z  Thk is a DIOblan inhacnt tD 

Figurc 5 shows the gwmeuy of the measurement ai an OE- 
cluding edge: two objear disanccs DI and h from the sensor 
(DI C Dd sat scpurrcd by edismcc D and a point is mcarvrcd 
at the edge buwrm the two s u r h a s .  Due UI the angular width 
of % b r n  the range is fmcd by inteparion over a spat that 

isthcrado b z t w c a t h c q u ~ d u c t o ~ ~ ~  
and thc tod- ’Ib+ mmbinsrim of the two mwsurcments is 
bmu upiuncd usinga modet in the complex plane like theone 
prc-smted in S d o n  2.3. Each ponion i of the spot gmuata a 
masurematt  that can bc rcpmscntcd by a complex number 2;. 
n e  phase of 2;. ;; is pmpmriorul fo the range D; and irs m a w  
%de d w d r  on thc reflectivity pi ol h material. The r a u l h g  
musUrClIlCm isgivenby thes\rmr= I I  + z ~ .  The hnd mcasurcd 

DlN& l lS  V2fl-m from bah nnfa~XS.ThC I T k V M t  pMmelcr 

n m g e  ispopordonal to the phare d z .  
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rcrrured \urlaces In ihnsc i j s e ~ .  rhc bemi illumm;lter d r e g m i  
rhx contans poinis oi&ffcrcni surface ref lecmce.  Since hose 
poutis ni3y gcncraic sliphll! dirfcrcnt rangc mcasurcntcnrs. thc 
111unlion IS simiI:: to rhc one dlscussed in Secuon 3.1 ciccpl that 
uie mixing 15 due 10 Lhc variauon ai  rcflrclance within ihr ryor 
mriead niihc variailon of range. A conscqucncc o f  h s  cffcct IS 
i h 1  Ihe kharior of rhc rmec measurcmcni ai rhc cdgc between 
1%0 suridccs airh dlffucni rcflecwnce ma). be unpredlcrable. 

Tt~c crorswlk problcm cannoi be COmplClCl! clinunaicd 
Howcver. some additions to the basic SCIl501dcSl.p Cdn dimirush 
ti)  ciiccrs. For cxmple .  thc Pcrccpuon scanner ad~us~s tynarm. 
call! ihe operaimp rangc of Ihc rcccwcr. and uscs a lookup iablc 
bull using 3n oh--ime cahbrailon procedure IO conecr the range 
3s 2 iuncrion of miensir).. 

Fi.mcs 8 IO I D  Uusuatc tbc crosstalk cffcct In order IO 
suanritv rhc a o s &  c f f m  wc desimcd an cxocruncnt m wbch 

F igure  6: hlixed pixels in real image 
Top: stlcctcd rt*on in E m  unagc. Bonom: orcrhcad Y i c u  of 
Ihc wrrcspanding poinrs 
llic mouon of the IWO mirrors must bc w i t l y  synchranircd will, 
the samphg of the range mcaruremcnrr- A small error UI s)n 
chroruation results in an =nor in CithM ; or 11 dcpendlna on 
wtuch mirror is affccicd. Even lhiruph thc range musurcmcnts 
rhcmrclver arc noi affecrcd. ihc angular mors udl propagate 
to thc c o o r h r c s  computed from Eq. ('21. For cxaniple. poor 
synchronizauon m y  0c.m at the top of the image bcuuse Ihc 
n d d m g  nunor d c s  a 6Nic mount of rime IO go from zero spccd 
ar LIS swung posiuon IO irs normal scanrung specd: During h r  
micmal of m e .  a iew scanher thar arc not cor+y sampled YC 
coUccicd. Figure 7 s h o w  a Pcrccpuon image UI which rl r c c w -  
glc in thc sccnc projccrr IO a skcwcd shape insrcad of a rrcmplc.  
In gcnnal .  rhuc is a discrepancy bcrwcen thc nominal values of 
rhc scanrung anglcs and the acntal vdues. Ttdf error is difficult 
IO qwt i fy .  We describe an cnpcrimenral scNp 101 cswnalm_e the 
anmiar mor &rmhuuon in Sccnon 4.3. 

Figure 7: Synchronizat ion enor in Pcrccplron image  
Thc black wkc-frame ~ccranglc marks rhc CMccI porltioii. 

Idcally, we would likc thc range m ~ u r r m c n l s  io bc complcrcly 
indepcndcni of rhc r cAccu \~  p m p m c s  of h e  obscmcd oblecr 
tinforrunaicly. they do  influence the m g c  nicasucmcnu and can 
CYcn render ranpe useless in some cases. llus cmsrrall cifcci 
bciwcm range and intensir). is duc io a number of causes. 

The firm cause for rhc aorslalk effeu is a iundamcna prop- 
c n y  ofducci  am-cw ranpc mcasyTcmuIt. Tnc standard devinuon 
given by Ec. (6) dcpcnds on thc reRcctance of Ihc observed ma- 
lend. Roughly speaking, rhc lowu the mlcnS~ly. the hphcr  Ihc 
range noise. T7us affccts only thc v h c c  ai rhc mearuremcni. 
not iis mean value. 

A n o t h u  source of aosrtalk is in h e  hplcmcnration of thc 
dcrecuon elccmnicr. T ~ 1 4 y .  W rcc?rer clecaoNcs opcr- 
aic opunially only m a narrow rangc of mlcnsiricr compared IO 
rhc large dynamic range of intcnsiucs mal can be o b s w c d .  As 
a rcjuli. surfaces that rcflccl inrcnsiucs outside of rhc opumal 
opcrating ranpc will  producc noisy or even moncous r a n p  mca- 
surcmcnis. This cffecr can bc reduced by dynamically adjusung 
thc operating rangc accordmg to rhc intensity. The Pcrccpuon 
scanner unplcmcnis such a solunon. Howcvu. rhe low bnmsi- 
rim idropout) and the high micnsiucs isayation) sull producc 
spurious range readmgs. There arc ways IomacaSc rhc dynamic 
rangc of the rcccivcr but they are not implmcnred UI most scan- 
ncrs avdable io dam. 

The nossmlk effrcl becomes mmc noticcable at cdgcr or on 

3.3 Rangehtensity Crosstalk 

rarpc; w i ~  low r&cnancc is ob;rvcd a g a k  a b a c k g r i i d  
of  higher rcflccLvlcc (Fi-wc 8) .  Considcnng one scanknt in 
rhc range imagc. h e  dark mgci is located bcrwccn c o l m n s  121 
and 135. We compuid he mean and variance of the range and 
micnslly hsmbuuons a1 u c h  pircl m lhc r c d m c  by t a k ~ g  100 
irnnecs of h e  scene. Fi-gurc 9 shows the mean vdlucs as a function 
of lhc column number. Thc mw iniensiry drops sharply ai the 
e r l p  of rhc black meet and r m m s  ai a low lcvcl between thcm, 
a i  cxpccied. 7% mean r a n p  remains roughly constant c%ccpt for 
a sharp discontinuiq at each cdpc. The Icason is Ihat  Ihc inicnsiy 
from bolh malerials is mixed ar ihc cdgcs. therefore Ihc ranpc 11 

no1 propcrly conccid.  Fiprurc 10 shows the variancc of the rangc 
and m1ensiQ disuibutias.  This c1carly shows a sharp inacasc 
in -' bcrwccn rlic h g h  intcnsiry backpound and thc black iugei.  
as crpccied troni rhe rlleorcucal crprcssion a i  rangc noise. 

Figure R 
crosstalk 

Experintental m u p  to s tudy  range/miensrty 

.-. 

Figure 9: Mcan  range and  iniensil!. for  hlnck and while 
t a r p s  
3.4 Range Drift 
Wc nbscrvcd a ripnificani dnfi of  rmyc mcdswcnicnls O V C ~  m e .  
l o  illusuaie this ctfcci. wcplaccrl a wrpct 6 m mom ihe onpm of 
Ihc Pcrccpon scanner and acquircd onc inmarc pcr ounure OVCT 
24 hours. during which rhc scene u a s  st3llc. 

F l p r c  1 I ploir ihe s e n d  rmgc ai one urge1 pixci. The 
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Figure 1 0  Variance of range and intensity for black and 
white targels 
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figure shows a dramatic vMation over timc. Between hours 0 and 
3. the ranges d imb approximalcly one mmu. as if the sensor were 
uanslating away from thc target. AhP this four hour "warn-up" 
F i o d .  the sensed ranges reach a platuu whuc thcy remain, wth 
apparmnrly random variations. for the rut  of the day. 

-,w 
4, . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I . .  . . . . . .  
!m . . . . . . . .  . . . .  

......... ...... ........... 

... yo 

1 I O  I, I, 10 n 
T a 4 l - l  

Figure 1 1 ; Range measurements vary over time 
The rargct is a sheer of cardboard 6m in fmnt of the scannu. 

We hypthcsizcd hat some of Ihe vPriauons mighr be due IO 
lcmpuanuc change& To ICSI thir hpxhcris. we placed an clcc- 
oic h u t u  d i r d y  behind thc S~UWI. and repeated the above 
uial. aquiring images at 2 Hz oyer two havs (14. WO inrages). 
Wthour the hearer. the tcmperarurc was 21% and we observed 
approximately constant range masuICmpIu. We nvned on the 
hum and after 30 minutes the tanpapane climbed to 4S'C. 
During this time. the sensed ranges fell about 40 cm. a subsun- 
drl dcclmc. When we Nmcd off the hater. h e  senscd ranges 
gradually increased until they regained thdr M i p a I  level This 
dcmonsuares wnclusivcly that f c m p a a ~ e  changa cause the 
dismbuuon of range values IO uanslut by significant mounts. 

It is c l u r  that heat cannot M y  affect the phase shift 
Which caries rhe range i n f o d o n .  Therefore. the drift ob- 
served in those cxpcrimcnu must be due la pmr tmpuanuc  
compensation in the c l c c ~ ~ n i c s  u d  in the s-. An impr -  
wl lesson is rhai such cfftcts may dmnrnarc Lhc amrs due to the 
physics of the mcasurcmcnu. 

4 Accuracy and Precision - 
We have fflnoaJced a theoreucal framcwmL In Sccnon 2 3 that 
lcads IO a cnaracrcnrauon of expected S C I L S ~  accuracy for am cw 
lasa r h s  Howcvu.  it  i s  unponant to venfy that the sensors 
do mdeea follow the meoreocal model In pan~cular. r u l  sensors 
lnclude cffcns such ~d those desaabea UI Sccuon 3 Uut arc not 
pan of the rhcorcucd hamework. A d  sensor accuracy 1s m1 
porrant m dctamvung *hat dgonrhmr and what apphcauons are 
appropnate for a g v c n  sensor In LIUS S e N O n  we dcscnbe a series 
of crptnmcnts designed to measure range accuacy for the E r n  
and Perccpuon su1soi-s undcr d~f fumc  urnduons yld to compare 
11 with the predcted lncorcucal v d u a  Followmg ( 1  I. ue b u n  
push between accuracy. the diffumcs benvcen measwed range 
and a c w  range and PIPCCIIOII. the v m u o n  of measured range 
io a p e n  large! To rcparaie me m o r s  dJc io wanrung ano the 
errors due Io acrual ranee measurements. w e  drsun@sh beiuren 

Table 2: Accuracy results for different targets and lighting 
conditions 
?he tablc shows accuracy results for vMous comblnauonr of 
large0 (one unuuted cardboard slab. one cardboard slab painid 
black. and a planar p i ca  of woodl and lighting condinons (sunny. 
cloudy. with and without rmm lights). 
range prccision and angular precision. 

To deluminc rhc accuracy of rhc range mcawemcnts is 10 iden- 
tify the diswce between them and ground uuth ranges. For a 
rargerpointlyinpinihcdirccriofi(;.f~).lctr;.rbcthcrangcmca- 
surcmenrre~~dbyrhescanncrandlerd, .~bcthermt~uncc 
from the gemcmC origin, ~ l s u r c d  with a rapc measure. Undu 
idcal mdrtionr. we expect to observe a lincar relationship: 

(7) 
whue IO is thc offset dismnce fmm the origin to the (conwprual) 
r w f a a  carresponding to a m g c  mcarurcment of xzo and a IS 

To duamioe h e  7 a and ro. we acquire range 
musurmmts of ~rgetn at SIX known d i s w a s  bctwan 6 and 
16 m, and f i t  a line to the data Wc iuusuatc the results for 
Jlc Paceprma I- in Tablc 2. which shows the cxmctcd 
paramctm from five uials under differcnt conditions. Bccauc 
of range drift (cf. S- 3.4). we de not assign high confidurcc 
to the panicular slop, inluocpt. and rms error enmcs in the rablc. 

Ncvenhdcss. he variation with surface material and light. 
ing wndinons is obvious. Thi4 suggests that the accuracy of the 
s m m a  depends significantly on variables in Eq. (71. including 
surfacc merial. ambient illlrminarion. and tempcram. It also 
suggest that the c f fm o f h c  variables is mplificd by the panic- 
ularhardwrcurcdinthwcsarrors.asdducrikdinSccrion 3. We 
wndudc by remaking that prrliminary analysis of this and other 
dam suggests that tbe accuracy docs not depend significvrtly on 
lyget distance. 
4.2 Range Precision 
To delamine thc was ion  of the range measunmenls is to idcn- 
nQ by how much repcared range measurcmenIs vary. Here. we 
quantify the prcusion an the standard deviation of a dkmbuuon 
of measurements. 

We have conducad a n w n k r  of experiments in which we 
&e I w )  images 81 uch target position. and Cmnputc the SWdard 
deviation of Ihe dcprh musurmcnts. In thc experiments. wc 
have uamincd how prairion changes as a function of ambient 
illuminauon comditiws. swfaa  matcrial of the larger. dirmce 
from the scannu to Ihc mgct. m d  bcam inddcncc angle ar the 
targct. In h i s  section, wcrcpon on the effect of ambicnr Uumj. 
mion rot ~hc ~mcpm s a w  and rcfcr readas intemtcd in 
the other pmpcrrics u) Appendix A of 191. 

To rrudy the effect of ambicnt light on sensed range. 
place a target (in this a-1, a cardboard slab painled black) 
arrknowndistance. u k c  100images. andcompute thtvarianain 
range at particular puck.  Wc rcpcpcat this pmndurc for six =get 
diskanas bawrrn 6 and 16 m under differcnt indoor lighting 
condirions. 

Figurc 12 plots the results, which show that the precision 
deacascs with mtensiry of illumimrion. Thc ruulo suongiy 
suppon the conclusion tha the brighrer is the ambicnr lighr. rhc 
larger arc the temporal variations in the range mcasunmenu. AS 
in thc case of accuracy. above. the cffec~ of thc variables i~ Eq. 
(6) is clcarly visible in thwc exptnmcnts. and i t  is amplified by 
the panicular hardware implmcnrarion used. The rcsulu also 
jllustraatc the dcpndcncs of precision of thc squarc of the mgct 
d s m c e  (cf. Eq. (6)). 

4.1 Accuracy 

rs." =ad:..+ro . 

the SI-. 

! 
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Figure 12: Range variance under different lighting condi- 
tiORE 
4 3  Angular Precision 
To measure h angular pccisian of a scanna. or its repeatability 
in pixel position, we fix the m a  mnfipuon and scene. and 
take a spies of images. We position the sunncr in 60111 of a 
v a k d  wall on which we hove drawn white cirdu of radius I2 
Cm. slmwnded by black squams. WC q u i r e  a sequence of 10' 
h g u .  From each h a i r y  h g e  we umct die while circle 
by ttucsbolding. and k n  ~ompuu: its cumaid. We compu~c the 
slandard devisnons of h u e  ~ O o i d s  for scvml Iow and tolumn 
positions. 

We find that for boJl SCMIICR. the srandard deviation of 
the centroid is an w d a  of mngnimdc d a  than the nominal 
hmizontnl and v s r d d  angle incmnama. vuiet  iiidc o v a  h e .  
and varies Iiuk over diffmnt pixels in rbc image. The Pwcepuon 
has signifi-cly bmcr a n p h  p c i s i i  than mt Erim. 

Thcsc findings S U ~ ~ C S I  IIWI the angular p c i s i o n  of the 
s c a m a s  k not a limitiag faw. Howeua, the experimental 
sening-swjonary sensor and scene, gathering informarion over 
a rcgiolmprescm a best LPIC, for which the Mgulrr precision 
should be zao. Thus, the hdings do not mrul thc hranons 
introduced by rrlprivc - d o n ,  ad do nC+Justify mplcci- 
ing an- v*adors u P source of randem disurbances in the 
mururmeni proms. 

5 Discussion 

arc MI awm of any sensW rnth Dupenor perioniiancc SO the 
shon anrwu 1s that they arc very good. 
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1 Learning Footfall Evaluation for a Walking Robot 
I 
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Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213 

Abstract 

The Ambler is a six-legged robot designed to 
walk in irregular and rugged terrain. Foot- 
fall evaluation is the problem of predicting 
the goodness of footfall locations given the 
current status of the Ambler and properties 
of the terrain. We use an inductive learn- 
ing technique that implicitly correlata ter- 
rain features to footfall stability and traction.' 
The learning method also possesea the deir- 
able characteristio of adaptability to direr- 
ent environments, noise tolerance, ability to 
be trained using relative meaurcs. efficiency 
and extensibility. This paper describes how a 
featurebased neural net and a user-apecified 
cast classification scheme can be uscd to do 
the evaluation and training. The approach 
sketched here is applicable to casea where a 
real-dued function is to be learned from rel- 
ative measures. 

. , 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The Ambler is a six-legged robot dcsigocd for p l an t  
tary exploration [Barea,lg89] (Figure 1). In order to 
explore new regions and collect samplcs, the Ambler 
must traverse unknown and geographically diverse ter- 
rain. 

The Ambler autonomously navigates terrain using per- 
ception to guide its movements [Simmons,l991]. The 
perception system of the Ambler takes a sequence oi 
laser range images and constructs a geometric terrain 
representation - the elevation map [Hebert,l989]. 
The elevation map is a 2D grid in which each pixel 
value is the elevation of the corresponding location 
(Figure 2). 

The Ambler walks  by lifting one leg vertically, swing- 
ing it horizontally, extending it down until terrain con- 
tact, and then sliding the body forward. The sequence 
of leg moves is determined by a gorl planning algc- 
ritlwn which uses geonietric constraints (such as the 

Figure 1: The Ambler 

leg rcachability and body support) to limit the feasible 
range of footfall locations. Once a region of geometri- 
d y  feasible footfalls is sclccted, the footfaU plonner 
evaluates and ch- the beat passible footfall within 
that region, given the c u m a t  status of the Ambler and 
properties of the terrain ~ettergrsur,l990]. Criteria 
for goodness may iadude marimd stability, maximal 
forward travel for the body, minimal power dissipa- 
tion, best maneuverability, and/or enough traction for 
the movement. Different criteria may be important 
depending on the task of the Ambler or ita current sit- 
uation. For simplicity and integrity, the same evalua- 
tion function should have the capability of addressing 
individual criterion by changing the parameters of the 
function. To achieve real-time performance, efficiency 
is also a consideration. 

In [Caillas,1989], several measures far the goodness of 
footfall locations from an elevation map are proposed. 
As indicatd in tha t  paper, a single feature is not suf- 
ficient to ensure that a footfall position is completely 
safe. Some form of fusion to combine multiple f e a t u r e  
is thus required. 
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Figure 2: An example of a terrain elevation map 

In order to combine features to reliably choose footfall 
locations, we decided to train a neural net to evalu- 
ate the goodness of the terrain. This choice wm based 
mainly on the fact that no explicit model exists relat- 
ing terrain features to footfall stability and traction. 
As will be discussed in Section 3, off-line training of the 
neural iret ia desirable. For off-line training, peopir can 
visually pick out good and bad footfall locations fairly 
reliably. Typically, however, the user can specify only 
the relative goodness between two footfall locations, 
not exact numerical values. An absolute value for the 
goodness of a footfall location is only obtainable lor 
extreme cases, such as totally flat regions. 

Due to  sensor noise, the learning method should be tol- 
erant of noise and exhibit graceful degradation. The 
ability to use feedback from real runs as training data  
is necessary for adapting to different environments, or 
for fine tuning todistinguish subtle difference not cov- 
ered by the ofT-line training. 

Also, when new properties of the terrain or new status 
of the Ambler are available, the method used should 
have the ability to incorporate them ezily. 

Section 2 of this paper describes the method of using 
a featurebased neural net as the evaluation ftinction. 
Section 3 describes how users specify training cases 
and Section 4 describes the way training is done using 
that specification. Then, in Section 5 .  experimental 
results are discussed. Finally, the paper concludes with 
a plan for future extensions. 

2 THE EVALUATION FUNCTION 

We can intuitively identify those terrain features that 
are likely indicators of good footfalls - roughness, 
and the first and second order change of the terrain. 
However, there is no direct mapping between terrain 
features a n d  the desired footfall characteristics of sta. 
bility and traction, and no single feature suffices to 
determine the characteristics. It is also very difficult 
for a human to come u p  with a reliable combination 
function. 
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Figure 3: The footfall evaluation functlon 

A feature-based neural net approach is thus proposed 
as the way of computing the evaluation function (Fig- 
ure 3). We use a three level feed-forward net with one 
output node, 8 input nodes, and 8 hidden level nodes. 
The output of the net is a real value ranging from 0 to 
1. 

Each feature at a given location is calculated by exam- 
ining the 5x5 surrounding region of the elevation map. 
The features currently used include: 

* slope and rrsidtrul i n  plane fit : Fit a plane to 
the region by least square error approximation. 
The  slope of the plane is then calculated as the 
tangent of the angle between the fit plane and a 
referencing horizontal plane. The residual is the 
average of least square error of the fit. 

mar-man : The difference between the maximum 
and the minimum elevation in the region. 

free uolume : The unoccupied volume located be- 
tween the foot plane and thesurface ofthe terrain. 

mean, mutimum, and Gaussian curLofure : .Fit 
the region into a quadratic plane z = f ( t , y ) ,  
where I is theelevation. Then, calculate the mean 
curvature, Gaussian curvature and the maximum 
curvature directly from the parametric function of 
the quadratic plane. 

* normal change : Fit planes to the x. y, and z 
component of the surface normals respectively. 
Sum the slopes of the fit planes to get the nor- 
mal change. 

These features are chosen because they approximately 
model the roughness of the terrain (the residual in 
plane fit), the first order change (the slope of the fit- 
ling plane), the second order change (the various cur- 
vatures and normal change), and combinations of these 
(mu-min  and free volume). 

The cornputation of these features is Fast because all 
the derivations are analytical and some of the inter- 
mediate results (like the surface normal) are shared 
among features. The complexity of the calculation is 
baically O(nm), where n is the s~ze  of the surrounding 
region based on which the computation in done ( i n  this 
case, 2.5). and m is the number or candidate lootfall 
posilions to he evaluated. 
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3 USER SPECIFIED COST 
CLASSES 

Although we will ultimately train the net using feed- 
hack from actual Ambler steps, it is preferable to first 
train the system of-line on synthetic data. The reason 
is as follows: First, as the cost of failure for the Ambler 
is too high. it is more dcsirable to start with a remon- 
able footfall evaluation function. Second, training on 
synthetic data allows us to e d y  create pathological 
cases. Third, we can easily train the evaluation func- 
tion from the conceptually easiest cases to the hardest 
ones, which may help the learning algorithm converge 
faster. 

One problem with this approach is that the user is 
not able to give the precise values required to train a 
neural net. A scheme for the user to specify relative re- 
lationships between footfall locations is thus required. 

The user classifies the sample terrain as regions of dif- 
ferent cost cl- (say, "very low", "low", "high", and 
"very high") using a graphics-based interface. Over- 
lap among regions is allowed to account for inexact 
classification or uncertainty. Unsure locations are left 
unclassified. 

In addition, to emphasize different aspects of the ter- 
rain, multiple classifications can be specified for the 
same elevation map. This enables the user to do 

net periodically (e.g., every 10 training cases). T h e  
conjecture is that the distriburion of the output will be 
anchored by the extreme cases. Experimental results 
evidence our supposition. 

The second problem can he solved hy estimating the 
target value from current output of the net. Pairs of 
locations from different cost classes are compared to 
see if the neural net evaluations of each pair are in the 
relative order specified by the user. Out-of-order pairs 
are selected as the training c-. The target value for 
a training case is then formed as the mean value of 
the current goodness of the pair plus (or minus) some 
offset (which affects the learning rate). The offset will 
increase the difference between the target value and 
current outcome of the net. The use of either a mean 
or the value of the other location in the pair will not 
make much difference. The us? of an ofset, however, is 
significant to the success of learning. As the neural net 
learning is incremental, the values of the out-of-order 
pair tend toapproach each other gradually, rather than  
just be switched at once. When the values of the pair 
are too close to each other, the offset can improve not 
only the speed oflearning bu t  also the ability to switch 
the ordering. The value of the offset should not be 
too large or too small (in our case, it is set to 0.07). 
In the former case, overshooting may happen and the 
learning curve may become damped. In the latter case, 
the learning will be b o  slow. 

the classification in. a hierarchical manner. in which The trainin. nm~pdtlrr is thus as fallawu: 
~ ._.___._ - ...-. ~ ~~~~~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~..... 

a coarse classification is done, followed by finer classi- 
fications to address subtle differences. Thus, Figure 4 
shows a renion classified as "hieh" in nnc PSPP u r d  

'. rnitialize the -ghtS Of the net by random values 
or load them from =me previously trained results. 

--- -- ---- ---, ~~~~~~~~~~ - ~.. ~- 
then further subdivided on a subsequent training run. 
This approach not only facilitates theclassification bu t  
also speeds up the convergence of the neural net. 

2. Get asample terrain and a user specified a t  cia+ 
sification as described in Section 3. 

3. Calculate LLz feature vzlues of every rlsesified 1- 
cation. 

4. For each pair of locations from diflerent cost 
classes, i l  the current neural net evaluation for 
the pair indicates a different ordering from the 
user specified cost el-, then construct a tar- 
get value as described above and modify the 
net weighta using the back propagation algc- 
ri thm (Rumelhart ,19881. 

5 .  Train the net on extreme cases periodically to help 
stretch out the distribution of output value. 

6 .  Repeat steps 4 and 5 until no out-of-order location 

V..), 
la" 

Figure 4: Hierarchical user classification (left: a coarse 
classification, right: a fine one on High region) 

, 

4 THE TRAINING METHOD 
pairs can be found. 

5 EXPERIMENTS As the training data supplied by the user classifica- - .. 
lions consist of relative rneasura, two problems must 
be handled. One is that the output of the net may 
cluster in a small range of values.  The other is that 
target values have Lo be estimated in  order to make 
the learning algorithm work. 

Three synthetic terrains were created and classified 
based on user's determination of stability and trac- 
tion. One terrain consists of ramps with different 
slopes (Figure 5, the elevation is scaled hy a lactor 
of 4 for better viewinel Another consists of n l x n ~ s  ~ ~~ ~~--, ~ ~ ~~ 

The first problem can be solved by feeding extreme 
cases (those with o u t p u l  of exactly 0 or 1) into llie 

w i i h  difTercnt roughness. The third terrain contains 
hills of various shapes. In addition. for each terrain. 
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finer clasifications were provided to  emphasize sub- 
tle ditTerences. For example, in the terrain of various 
slopes (Figure 5 ) ,  one classification distinguishes high 
slope planes from low slope ones; another distinguishes 
locations along the edges from those inside a plane; a 
third distinguishes higher locations dong an edge from 
1 owe r ones. 

Figure 5:  A synthetic training terrain 

The net is initialized with random values, then the 
synthetic terrains are provided for training one after 
the other. The training converges very f s t .  For ex- 
ample, for the training on the terrain with different 
slopes, initially 648 pairs are out of order. After the 
net is provided with 30 training cases (where a train- 
ing c m  is either from an out-of-rder pair or an ex- 
treme value), no additional out-of-order pairs remain. 
For the two finer clasaifications, which are conceptu- 
ally harder, it totally taka about 80 training cbscs 
to converge. This high speed of convergence probably 
comes irom the small size of the net, the relevance of 
the chosen terrain features, and the correct sequenc- 
ing of the coarse--fine approach. When the training 
is done by presenting the finer classifications first, the 
convergence takes about 180 training cases. 

The footfall cost map of the synthetic slopes after the 
training is shown in Figure 6. As can be seen from 
the graph, the edge locations are very bad footfall IC- 
cations (with high values) and the difference among 
ramps or various slopes is not very significant (note 
that the elevation is exaggerated). This is intuitively 
what one could expect. 

A n  actual terrain map (Figure 2) with a user cost 
classification was obtained as a reference terrain to 
see how well the function learned from synthetic data 
can work on real, noisy terrain data. The results are 
quite encouraging: the trained net produces ordy 16 
out-of-order pairs, out of around 50.000 possible pairs. 
The problem of noise seems to be handled well. This 
ability to tolerate noise derives partially from the in- 
herent interpolating ability of a neural net and par- 
tially from the abstracting and filtering ability of our 
feature-based approach. 

The footfall cost map orthe reference terrain IS shown 
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Figure 6: Footfall cost map of the training terrain 

in Figure 7. As can be seen from the graph, the re- 
sult of training seems promking. Those bad footfall 
locations (along the steplike edge and around small 
protrusions) stand out very well, while mainly flat ar- 
eas have very low vdues. Figure 8 shows the learning 
curve in k m s  of the number of out-of-order position 
pain in the reference terrain. The asymptotic conver- 
gence of the curve also demonstrates the feasibility of 
the learning approach. 

Figure 7: Footfall cast map of the reference terrain 

The computation time for evaluating a 30x30 elevation 
map (Le. 900 points) is 10 seconds on a Sun Sparc 
workstation. However. the number of feasible foot- 
fall locations received from a gait planner is typically 
around 100. A computation time of 1 to 2 seconds is 
thus expected for the real run. The OK-line training for 
the curve shown in Figure 8 takes about 20 minutm. 

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 
WORK 

We have developed a method to learn footfall evalua- 
tion that relates terrain features to the desired criteria 
of stability and traction. The approach sketched here 
is applicable to cases where a real-valued function is 
to be learned from relative measures. 

In future work, we plan to test the generality o l t h e  ap- 
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trrne 1: Fotrndafions, 318-362, MIT Press, Cam- 
bridge, Maasacbusetta, 1988. 
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Figure 'hL 8: Learning curve for the reference terrain sylvania, August 1990. 
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proach by doing additional experiments on more real 
terrain data. We further plan mme extensions to the 
method presented here. One is to fine-tune the eval- 
uation function a4 the Ambler is actually walking, by 
using force/torque sensor and tilt angle feedback a8 
a measure of stability and traction. Other extensions 
include incorporating more features from other sen- 
SOTS, such as camera images, and exploring the footfall 
evaluation function .for other criterion, such as mini- 
mal power consumption. 
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Abstract 
To survive the rigonr and iaolation of planetary ex- 
ploration, an autonomous rover must be competent. 
reliable, and efficient. This paper presentn the Am- 
bler, a sklegged robot featuring orthogonal legs and 
a novel circulating gait, which has been designed for 
traversal of rugged, unknown environments. An au- 
tonomous software system that integrates perception, 
planning, and real-time control haa been developed to 
walk the Ambler through obstacle strewn terrain. The 
paper describes the information and control flow of the 
walking system, and how the design of the mechanism 
and software combine to achieve competent walking, 
reliable behavior in the face of unexpected failures, 
and efficient utilieation of time and power. 

1 Introduction 
. , .  

To explore the surface of another planet, a mobile 
robot muat be highly.competeat, reliable, and &- 
dent. A robot competent enougb for planetary e x p b  
ration must be highly mobile, perceive rugged terrain 
accurately, and successfully plan and execute paths 
through extreme environments. To ensure reliable b c  
havior, the robot must never try to exceed its cap* 
bilities, should monitor its own health and safety, and 
be capable of reacting to failurea in a timely and ap- 
propriate manner. Finally, it is highly desirable for the 
robot to be efficient in t e p m  of its resource utilization, 
especially power and computation. since it,must carry 
these on board. 

We have built and are currently ta t ing the Ambler, 
a six-legged robot designed for competent, reliable, 
and efficient planetary exploration [l, 2,211. The Am- 
bler haa a novel configuration consisting of a stacked 
arrangement of orth6gonal ie@ (Figure 1). It features 
a unique circulating gait ,  where trailing legs recover 
past all others to' become leading legs, t ha t  signifi- 
cantly decreases the: average number of steps needed 
for travel. The' AmLler has seen designed to stably 
traverse a 30",slope while crossing meter sized surface 
features (e.g., ditches. boulders, and steps). 
h legged configuration offers several advantages over 

wheeled locomotion [l]. Walking machines isolate the 

u 
Figure 1: The Ambler Robot 

robot's body from the underlying terrain and can prc- 
pel the body (along with terrain sensoors and scim- 
tific equipment) on a trajectory that is relatively in- 
dependent of terrain details. Due to the ability to 
choase footfalls that conform to the terrain, the Am- 
bler provid& high d e g e  of stability and safety while 
traversing very"uneven terrain. 'Wdkers are theoreti- 
cally power efficient in part because-the bodi can'mbe 
maintained at a fairly constant orientation q d  elega- 
tioq, and bqause power 1- due to terrahinterac- 
tions are +ked by discrete foot placements. 

While oth& walking machines have demonstrated 
advanced uI&bilities (e.g., [6, 8, 19. 23]), the major- 
ity are either teleoperated or operate under supervi- 
sory control. In contrast, we have developed an au- 
tonomous software system for navigating the Ambler 
in rugged, unknown terrain. This is especially impor- 
tant in planetary exploration: due to long signal delay 
times from Earth, teleoperation would not be very pro- 
ductive or reliable. 
U T h e  walking system integrate perception. planning, 
real-time control, and task-level control. The per- 
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ception subsyatern w data from a scanning laser 
rangdinder to autonomously calibrste the rangefinder 
and to build 3D maps of the terrain. The planning 
subsystem combinea kinematic, terrain and pragmatic 
navigational constraints +.a Rnd leg and body m a w  
that pmvide good forward p r o w  and stability. The 
real-time control coordinate the Ambler’s jointo to 
perform accurate leg and body movea, maintains the 
dead-reckoned position, and manitors the status of the 
robot. The task-level control facilitates concurrent o p  
eration of the subsystems, reliable execution monitor- 
ing aad error recovery, and management of the Am- 
bler’s computational and phyaid mourcen. 
In numerous trials, the Ambler hss autonomously 

walked through rolling, sandy terrain and acrosa meter 
tall bouldem, ditches, and ramps. The system incor- 
porates many safety features to prevent the Ambler 
from harming itself, such za ensuring that the rover 
remains stable and monitoring for unexpected terrain 
collisions. The safety features are hierarchically lay- 
ered, with critical loa-level checks implemented di- 
rectly in hardware, mid-level sdety checb performed 
by the real-time controller, and additional chedrs per- 
formed by the planning and tank-control subsystems. 

The next section presents the mechanical codigura- 
tion of the Ambler and Section 3 dmribea the isdk- 
ing system and our experiments to date. Sections 4, 5 
and 8 describe the design rationale for the system in 
terms of the desired charxteristics of competence, re- 
liability and efficiency, respectively. Finally, Section 7 
concludes with plans for future work. ’ 

2 The Ambler 
The Ambler is configured with six leg, atrahged in two 
stacks on central shafts (Figure 1). Its height ranges 
from 4.1 to 6.0 meters, and ita width CM vary be- 
tween 4.5 and f.1 metem. The shahs are ‘connected 
to  an arched body that supports four endosum h o w  
ing electronics and computing. This include two CPU 
boards for fed-time control, nine Creonics motion con- 
trol cards, and three Sun workstations. Communica- 
tion with the outside world is via a tethered Ethernet. 

The Ambler’s legs are orthogonal mechgisms that 
decouple horizontal and vertical motions (Figure 2). 
Motion of the vertical links is accomplished using a 
rack and pinion drive. The Ambler’s feet can paasively 
rotate about the vertical axis. The two degrees of free- 
dom of horizontal motion are provided by a rotary link 
around the central shaft and an offset extensional link. 
The rotary joint is continuous, with the leg electronics 
connected to the body via multi-ring sliprings. To r e  
duce the number of conductors that must p m  through 
the sliprings, non-timecritical signals are multiplexed. 

The stacked legs and body cavity between the stacks 
enable the Ambler to exhibit a novel circulating gai t ,  

v-  
Figure 3: Level Body Motion 

where a trailing leg movem tbrougb the body cavity 
and past  the 0th- two legs on the atack to become 
the new leading leg. The circulating gait ia depicted 
in Figure 4, where a sequence of leg and body moves 
is shown from left to right acrcea the page. As the 
Ambler moves forward, the bold leg (leg 1) completes 
a full counter-dockwise revolution about the left body 
shaft. During the same period, dl other legs a h  circu- 
late to their original positions. The use of a circulating 
gait enables the Ambkr to une approximately onehalf 
to one-third the footstep of B follow-tholeader type 
walker with similar legs. 

The Ambler is designed to walk with a level body. 
This enables body moves to :be decoupled into m p  
tion in the horizontal plane (translation and rotation) 
and vertical raising and lowering of the body (Fig- 
ure 3). Legs adjust individually to terrain rougbnesa 
a d  maintain the body in a level orientation over the 
terrain. Equal dmpl-ents on all legs are used to 
lift the body in climbing slOpea, steps, etc. Level body 
motion simplifies the control problem by reducing the 
number of joints that must be simultaneously coordi- 
nated and provides the Ambler’s terrain sensors with 
a predictable field of view. 
45The Ambler hm a number of senwn to monitor its 
progress and safety. Each motor has a fail-safe load 
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Figure 4: A' Circulating Gait 

holding brake that activates automatically when power 
to the rover ia lost. All joints have both absolute and 
incremental (optical) encoders for servo control and 
dead-reckoning. The prismatic joints each have limit 
switches to detect excessive travel of the links. and 
six axia force/torque sensors mounted on each foot 
are used to detect terrain contact. Two inclinome- 
ters on the body indicate tilt and roll from the hor- 
izontal plane. Perception of the terrain is provided 
by a forward-pointing scanning laser rangefinder and 
a black-and-white CCD camera. 

3 Autonomous Walking 
The Ambler walking system consists of a number of 
distributed rncdula (pro-), each with a specific 
functionality. Roughly, the modular divide into plan- 
ning, perception, and real-time control functions. Fig- 
ure 5 illustrate the information flow between modules. 
In this section, we briefly describe the functionality of 
the modules, detail the information and control flow 
that combine to produce autonomous walking, and 
present some of our experimental results to date. 

3.1 System Modules 
The Controller module is the interface to the Ambler 
mechanism. It controls tbe execution of leg and body 
moves, and monitors the electronics and sensors to de- 
tect faults. The Controller rum on two CPU boards 
in a real-time. multi-tasking environment. One CPU 
is dedicated to trajectory generation and communica- 
tion with other modules. The other executes horizon- 
tal and 'vertical trajectoriei, sending out update$ to 
the motion control boards every 10msecs. 

The Controller also maintains the dead-reckoned 
stance (body and feet locations) of the Ambler. Given 
an initial stance. the positions of all feet in the global 
frame are computed. Thereafter, following each body 
move the Ambler's location is estimated by finding the 
rotation matrix and translation vector that. with the 
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Figure 5: Information Flow Between Modules 

least squared error, transfonn the poaitionr of the feet 
in the vehicle frame to their stored positions in the 
global frame. This method of dead-reckoning is fairly 
accurate (typically within I-2m), and can often detect 
wben individual feet have dipped. 

The Scanner Interface and Camera Interface mod- 
ules acquire images from a 2D acanning laser 
rangefinder and a black-and-white CCD camera, r e  
spectively. The modules tag the images with the cur- 
rent dead-reckoned position. The Image Queue Man- 
ager nceivea r a g e  and camera imiges, and stores 
them for use by other modules. This module dso 
PrtproceaMI irnagee, performing such tasks ar edge 
detection and flagging had data pixela. 

The Local %rain Map module utilizea the range 
images to construct elevation maps of the terrain (Fig- 
ure 6). It ugea the Locars Method, which is an ef- 
ficient algorithm for transforming and interpolating 
range data from the scanner frame into Cartesian c+ 
ordinates [5].  To construct maps useful for planning, 
occluding legs are masked out of the images, the maps 
are filtered to reduce noise, and occluded and unknown 
regions are flagged (121. 

Three planning modules are used to calculate se- 
&nces of leg - i body moves that enable the Ambler 
to follow arcs d~ different radii. The Gait Planner uti- 
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Figure 6: Local Terrain Map 

liaed constraints on the A;nbler's'kinematic motion to 
determine maximal body moves along the arc. Kine- 
matic and pragmatic conntraints (e.g., -do not place a 
leg in front of the body") are.wmbined to determine 
feasible mtms for the legs. The. Footfall Planner an- 
alyzes elevation maps to  detqnine desirable locations 
to place the feet. The Leg Recovery Planner produccs 
efficient trajectories to move the legs to their desired 
locations. 
We are currently dewloping a graphical Uaer In- 

terface module for interacting ai& the system. The 
module will provide users with in &head view of the 
area around the Ambler, enable &era to interactively 
specify a series of a m  b.be ' fo l lwd,  and provide feed- 
back regarding the pmgresa '&d s t a t u  of the Ambler 
and the software system." 

The modules are integrated into a complete system 
using the Task Control Architecture (TCA) 114, 20, 
221. While conceptually the module communicate di- 
rectly with one another, ih redity'they send m k g e s  
to a centralized iaak coaihl module, which logs the 
messages and routes them to. the appropriate modules 
to be handled. TCA also mainthida hierarchical task 
tmcs (Figure 7) that y e  k e d :  to 'coordinate the plan- 
ning, task execution, and monitoring and error recov- 
ery needed by the walking system. 

3.2. Control Flow i l ,p . 
This section d&cribes 'a typicsl'~utonomous'walking 
cycle. The system ,firat calibrates the laser scanner. 
We have developed &,automatic calibration procedure 
that moves a leg to various positions within the scan- 
ner's field of view. uses image processing techniques 
to locate targets on the leg, and calculates the trans- 
formation that minimizes the error between the target 

. .  .~ 
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Figure 7 Tsak Tree for Ambler Walking 

Figure 8: Cmmervative Support Polygon 

locatiom in'the imw and their projected positions 
h d  on the kinematiea of the leg 1111. The procedure 
is quite reliable and accurate, on average yielding a 
r.m.s error of 5cm. 

To begin walking, a suies of ~ I W  ia input. TCA 
forwards each .are in turn to the Gait Planner, which 
kuea a UtaLeStep" meaaage to begin the planning 
proccu (Figure 7 illuatratea the control flow: double- 
headed arrows denote queries to other modules, single- 
headed a r m s  denote tank decomposition, and gray 
arrows indicate sequentidity). The Gait Planner first 
finds a body mwe dong the arc that does not violate 
the limits on leg motion and keeps the Ambler's cen- 
ter of gravity within the conreruotiue support polygon 
(CSP) [la]. The CSP, which is the intersection of all 
fivelegged support polygons, is the area within which 
the Ambler will m a i n  stable even if any single leg 
fails (Figure 8). The chosen body mwe is then sent 
via TCA to the Controller module. 
The Control)er executea the planned body move by 

computing, for each leg, the trajectory of horizontal 
joint motions that will simultaneously translate and 
rotate the body to achieve the commanded position. 
The Controller precisely synchronizes the twelve hori- 
zontal joints to Mhieve smooth acceleration and decel- 
eration of the body. When the body mwe completes. 
TCA notifies the Scanner Interface and Camera In- 
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terface modules to acq- new imwes. If any errors 
occur, the Controller halts all motion and engages the 
brakes. A separate Error Recovery module is then in- 
voked to handle the situation (= Section 5). 

While the body move is occurring, the Gait Plan- 
ner plans to move the leg that maximizes subsequent 
body motion. It finch a region of geometrically fca- 
sible footfalls based on the l i b  of the leg's motion, 
the need to avoid colliding with the current leading 
leg, the desire to avoid placing the leg in the path of 
the body, and the need to maintain conservative s u p  
port in subsequent moves [26]. The Footfall Planner 
provide estimates, within the geometrically feasible 
region- of the goodness of the footfalls with respect to 
the underlying terrain, and the Gait Planner chooses 
the b e t  one. 

While the stability and traction of a footfall can- 
not be determined directly from the elevation maps, 
they can be estimated from featurn such ad the slope, 
roughness. and curvature of the terrain. The Footfall 
Planner combines these featurm wing au evaluation 
function whose coefficients are learn4 by a neural net 
[q. The net is trained off-line in advance wing human- 
supplied preferences on footfall locationa (e.g., "good", 
-very bad"). For each pair of locations where the eval- 
uation function indicates a contrary preference, back- 
propagation is h d  to update the weights in the net 
based op the differed& between the two values. 

The Gait. Planner'sends off the chosen footfall to 
the Leg Recovery 'Plahner 'ind, if the end of the &c 
has not been reached. sends a "tdrestep" m&age to 
itself to plan out t h e  next move (Figure 1). In this 
way, the system simultanpusly &utea on? step while 
planning the neXt'[20]. 

The Leg Recovery Planner (LRP) requarts an eleva- 
tion map that encampassol the'possible p a t h  between 
the current leg location and the c h a m  footfall. The 
Local Terrain Map module, in turn, requests from'the 
Image Queue Manager a series of the most recent scan- 
ner subimages that contain relevant range data. The 
LOCUS Method is then used to compute the deaired el- 
evation map. 

The LRP firit determines ,a trajectory for the hor- 
izontal joints that avoids colli$ons with the terrain 
and the mechanism itself. It then opt&izes the ver- 
tical trajectory to minhize travel time. This is m- 
complished by. projecting an envelope of vertical loca- 
tions created by kssumidg. that the leg rsises/lowers 
at full speed while traveling horizontally. Purely ver- 
tical mwm an added only when, the envelope would 
intersect the terrain. The LRP then issues a leg move 
command, which TCA queues until the brevious body 
move is completed. 

The Controller generates leg mwe trajectories that 
are linear in joint space. As with the body move, the 
three leg joints are coordinated SO that all motions 
start and end simultaneously. The Controller checks 

the leg move for feasibility, refusing to perfom the 
move if the leg would exceed safe limits, or collide 
with other legs or the Ambler's body. During execu- 
tion, the force seneor is set to trigger an interrupt if a 
force threshold is exceeded, signifying terrain contact. 
This is treated ather 8% the succesdul completion of a 
leg mcue or aa an unurpected callision, depending on 
where in the trajectory it occurred. Typically, by the 
time the body and Leg movw have been executed, the 
planner is ready with a new pair of commands. 

3.3 Experiments 
We are in the midst of an extensive experimental prc- 
gram to teat the limits of the Ambler and the walking 
system. The Ambler currently operates within a large 
indoor area that can he sculpted to provide a variety 
of terraina (Fw 9). We have a h  imphnented 2D 
and 3D graphical sirnulaton to facilitate development 
of planning and taak control softasre [24], and devel- 
oped a full dynamid M a t i o n  program to help us 
better understand the d - t i m e  control problems 1171. 

The Amblu haa a u t o n o ~ o d y  walked along a y& 

riety of arcs. The system has little trouble traversing 
arcs of different radii, although transition between arw 
ia not dwayimmooth and sometimes feet must be shuf- 
fled. ,The Ambler h~ waked over bouldcn up to one 
At&. t d .  ,- a SOo .wooden ramp, and negoti- 
ated sandy, rolling terrain. O&Ad dippage of the 
feet ia minimal. and the change in tilt varies by only a 
fraction 4 a degree p a  move. To compensate for at- 
cumulation oftilt, however, the Controller periodically 
adjusts leg heights to 1 6  the Ambler. 

Obstacle +dance has wmetime been a problem, 
due to unnliabk nadings from tbe scanner caused by 
mechanical ahd electrical pioblema. This is compen- 
sated for, to some degree, by maintaining a large safety 
sone around the foot ag it movea through space. In any 
went, the Controller can stcp the leg in less than a 
second when'the force sensors detect unexpected colli- 
sions. W e  anticipate that on-ping repain to the scan- 
ner will alleviate much of thd problem. 

Average walking speed, including all computation, 
is 35cm/min (each body move is about 50cm). Mov- 
ing the mechanism is the main limitation to the speed. 
During operation, the Controller is active about 80% 
of the time, while the plannenr and perception subsys- 
tems are each active &out 50% of the time, and the 
centralized Task Control module is active only about 
3% of the time (the total is greater than 100% because 
operations occur concurrently). To date, the Ambler 
has walked autonomously well over a kilometer. 

We have also used preplanned motions to test the 
limitsof the Ambler's mobility. This has included s t e p  
ping down the sheer face of a meter high rock into a 
meter deep trench, propelling with several feet poised 
on the edges of boulders, walking with one foot in the 
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Figure 9: T h e  Ambler Testbed 

air I to demonstrate conservative support) .  mid raising 
the body to its h i 1  height of six meters. 

Current experiments involve long-term autonomous 
operation: the goal is to have the .Ambler perform 
many.hours'of figure-eight circuits without human in- 
tervention. One  dificulty is that  wi th  each step the 
Ambler's dead-reckoned position drifts from Its actual 
position. causing it t o  veer off course. To compensate 
lor [.his, we are developing a Position Estimation mod- 
ule that visually determines position wi th  respect to 
known landmarks (in this case. window frames). Tlie 
method identifies landmarks by extracting strong ver- 
tical edges from black-and-white images. and searches 
an interpretation tree to determine the position from 
ivhich the identified landmarks ~ o u l d  be visible !9!. 
This position est imate  is then combined wit11 the dead- 
reckoned position b a e d  on their relati\-e uncerti- L int ies .  
The new estimate of the Ambler's position can then lie 
useli ror more reliable navigation. 

of attaining a good footfall because. unl ike  traJitiona1 
pantograph and knuckle-jointed legs. the vertical links 
of its orthogonal legs sweep out no additional volume 
as the body moves. Thus,  legs can be placed in tigiit 
spaces, such as along rock faces. The  Ambler's wmide 
foot (30cm) increases its ability to catch toeholds and 
avoid sinking into soft te r ra in .  and its rigid ankle facil- 
itates stepping on and climbing sloped surfaces. Tlie 
long leg stride enabled by the circulating gair reduces 
the total number of foot placements needed and avoids 
the  need for feet to place adjacent toone  another.  This 
advantage is diminished somewhat. however. by the 
stacking of the legs. which reduces the area of availahlr 
footlalls as compared with desi:ns that space orthog- 
onal legs along the sides of the  bod! [ I ] .  
To take advantage of the ability to step in t i g h t  

spaces. motion control must be exrremell- accurate. 
The Ambler is built to be very rigid: the measured 
sag of the body while standing is only ?cm. The joints 
are similarly accurate: the prismatic joints can be con- 
trolled within millimeters of the commanded motion. 

dredtli of a radian. In any  envent. deflections i:i le; 

i 
I and the backlash of the rotary joint is less than 3 liun- 

links and actuators have insignificant effect on [ l i p  pla- 
nar linkage geometry of orrhogonal legs. enablin: ac- 

i 
! 
1 
j 

! 

curate body motion. 
The ability to step in tight spaces also depends on 

the accuracy of the terrain maps. The laser scanner ive 
use disitizes to 12 bits over a range of approximately 
10m. which provides a range resolution of lcm. Takin; 
into account sensor noise and the uncertainty inherent 
in the calibration procedure. the effective resolution of 
the elevations maps is around 10cm. This means that  
we can confidently place the 30cm foot within an area 
about 5Ocm wide. which is quite adequate for 311 but 
the most estreme terrains. 

The planning algorithms provide a fairly general ca. 
pability for walking in cluttered terrain. In particu- 
lar. tlie Gai t  Planner conibinps kinematic. terrain xnd  
pragmatic constraints ro plan moves hotli io rwrr i j  .?nd 
backwards along arcs of an? radius. including strai;lit- 
line parhs and point iurns. 111 adchion. ICF ,are invosti- 
gnriiig other modes of wilkin; .  GucIi as "rripplrd" ; i ~ t s  

Irvxiking with fewer rhan 4s ie;si and "rrnb" rral!-a~ 
(moving iron1 side to side).  rrhich nii:ht be rspt.tiiriit 
in 8,vrtain situations. 

Besides competence i n  \ v a l k i i i ~ .  [lie . i t i i l ) l v r  prr.vir:ts 
a competent platform for s r~~wt i f ic  i i i w < t i + i r i , > i i  11.. 
lev4 hotly motion provides A stnhle.  precitrralJ*- pi i l t .  
forni for cameras and Tci rnr i f ic  ~ ~ I I ~ ~ I I I C I I I .  [ i i - i r i i .  

~ l i ~ n t s  placed on the bottaiir .,i rh. - r x k  L o  i,,w 
vred to contact tlie groun,l. d i i c l i  IS i i i i l x ~ r i . i i i t  ! o r  
t a i k s  iucli as seisniogapliy 1 i i d  .-orin;. Fi iv i i ly  I 11,. 
1~;s ilirniselves can 1)c useL! :n j1vrizr:ii ~~xprci i i i . . i i ! . .  
iuc~l i  :LS uriiizin; rlir h c ?  .*':i>t>r- I O  : ~ i \ - i : ~ t , ,  

ri:11 Iprqpertics of t l i l *  iiii,Ivri;.i,,: 1,~rr ' i i i i  :LO! 
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5 Reliability 
Given ita diatance from Earth, both in time and space, 
it is clear that a planetary mer must be extremely 
self-reliant. The rover must detect unexpected condi- 
tions, including hardwm and wftwarc problems, and 
react to them in a timely and intelligent manner. This 
may include requesting d t a n c c  from humans when 
situations arW that the rover itaelf cannot handle. 

Our appro& u to provide a hierarchy of safety 
feat-, extending from hardwart, through real-time 
control, to the planning and t d - l e d  control soft 
ware. The l m r  level safety feat- react on a sbort 
time acde and r d c x i d y  act to rtabilize the Am- 
bler (typically by halting its motion) when unexpected 
events arc detected. Once stabilized, higher level pro- 
eednres m activated that analyze the situation and 
take corrective action. 

The Ambler has a number of hardware features to 
prevent damage to the mechanism (see Section 2). 
Prominent is a safety circuit that continually monitors 
the motor amplifiers, motion oDnt.rol cards, and limit 
switches, disabling all motion commands and enahlug 
the brakes if a fault ia detected. The safety circuit aL0 
monitors for a "beartbeat", a.penodic signal from the 
Controller module that indicates a functioning soh 
ware syatem. 

Befom executing moves, the Controller u m  kine 
matic models of the Ambler to verify that the uua- 
man& generated by the plannen are d i d .  In partic- 
ular, it emurea that joint l i b  will not be acceded, 
that leg/leg and Ieg/body collisions wil l  not occur, and 
tha t  the Ambler's center of gravity will "sin within 
the support polygon of its le p... During atecurion of leg 
m o m ,  the force M .d ta detect botb liftoff 
and terrain contact (either planned or unplanned). 

A major concern with tzaveraing unknown terrain 
is that the rover could tip ove! i f tha  terrain c d a m  
under its weight. While the Amblff will remain stable 
up to about IT of tilt, for rea80111 of both safety and 
efficiency it is preferable to keep. it. nearly level. We 
M investigating se'verpl ,petboda: for d d i  ,with thir 
problem. One is to use the leg to preload the soil b c  
fore committing to a step. Anbihcr method .involves 
active leveling, where feedback from the inclinometers 
is used to servo the joints ,to maintain a.level pos- 
ture. Research continues .in this area, utilizing both 
the Ambler and dynamical simulator to determine op 
timal strategies for maintaining both body attitude 
and altitude [18]. 
Once the Controller stabilizes the Ambler in re 

sponse to failures, a.higb-leve1 Error Recovery mod- 
ule is invoked to  analyze the problem. and determine 
appropriate recovery steps. The simplest procedure. 
used mainly in casu of unexpected terrain colliiions, 
is to cancel steps that have already been planned and 
replan from the current stance. Other recovery s t r a t t  

des include sh-g legs when the planners cannot 
find fessible m-, lifting the body to pau, over un- 
expectedly tall obsaea ,  and informing human oper- 
ators to handle unncoverable hardware faults. If all 
else fails, the Ambler can be telcoperated through the 
Controller module interface. 

The conservative, deliberative approach of the Am- 
bler wdking aystem wntrastr sharply with the more 
reactive approach [3] favored in micro-rovers such aa 
Ghengis [Is]. While both Ghenfi and Ambler em 
react to terrain contact, Ambler ULLOT higher-level per- 
ceptual and cognitive proceases to plan its way out of 
dficultia. We feel that in planetary mkiona, w h e n  
failure cannot be tolerated and rwponae time is not 
critical, the deliberative approach ia potentially more 
reliable becaue it can compare alternatives based on 
global information. 

Sensor dabiliv ia extremely important in au- 
tonomous systems. Planning dedsiona and error d t  
tection depend on the quality of the senaed data. Since 
no sensor ia perfect, we utilize several methods to im- 
prove rcliabitity. One is to UY redundant sensors and 
sensor modalities. For uample, if a force sensor fails 
to detect ground contact (which has actually occurred) 
the leg will drive into the ground. jacking up the rover. 
This can be detected both by tbe incliiometers and 
by unexpected fm distribution8 in the other feet. 
Another method for imp& sensor reliability is to 
u t i l i  a modti of the sensor to characterize and/or 
reduce ita uncertainty. Such a model has been dcvel- 
oped for the luer scanner [I31 and has proven useful in 
doing calibration, filtering imager. and producing high 
quality elevation map.. 

6 Efficiency 
Power is a t ,a  premium in space missions, so planetary 
rovers must be extremely efficient. In addition. they 
should minimize the time spent in performing tasks, to 
accomplish M much as possible during their relatively 
limited mkions. 
T h e  Ambler's orthogonal l e g  and level body m~ 

tion produce an &dent walking machine. Because 
honzontal and vertical motiona are decoupled, orthog- 
onal l e g  eliminate energy 1- due to geometric 
work, a principal cause of inefficiency for many walkers 
(251. With I d  body motion, the vertical l i n k  carry 
most of the rover'a weight, making body propulsions 
more efficient. While vertical body lifts require signifi- 
cant power, they M only performed when walking up 
slopes or over very large obstacles. 

Currently, using only off-thcshelf components, the 
steady-state p m r  consumption of the motors, ampli- 
fiers, and associated electmnia for the 2500 kg Ambler 
is about 1800 watts. Lifting and moving a single leg 
t a b  an additional 150 watts, propelling the body hor- 
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izontdly takes 450 watts, and lifting the body  use^ an 
additional 1800 watts above steady state. 

One consequence of reducing power consumption is 
slow speed. While speed could be increased, with- 
out affecting the power budget, by using more effi- 
cient motora. amplifiers, and lightweight materials. the 
mechanism itself only partly determines overall walk- 
ing speed. Perception and planning are also signifi- 
cant. We reduce this time both in algorithm design 
and with concurrency. 

While laser scanners uae more power than passive 
sensors such as cameras, there is a large savings in the 
computation needed to produce terrain maps. This is 
primarily because laser scanners determine distance di- 
rectly, greatly simplifying the transformation between 
image dataand elevation maps. In addition, the Locus 
Method used to do the transformation is quite efficient 
[5]. To reduce the number and sizes of images that 
must be examined, knowledge of the scanner’s field of 
view is utilized to examine only those subimages that 
may contain data relevant for producing a map of a 
desired region. 

The Gait Planner reduces the need for look-ahead 
search by combining constraints on the Ambler’s kine- 
matic limits and with heuristic constraints on future 
feasible move. Theae constraints also reduce ‘the area 
that the Footfall Planner must consider, which in turn 
reduces the demand on perception. The Leg 'Recovery 
Planner takes advantage of the Ambler’s orthogonal 
leg design to find near optimal trajectories ‘&ciently. 
In particular, it decomposes the problem into horizon- 
tal and vertical subproblems, producing ranping tr- 
jectories that carry l e F  over obstacles with minimal 
vertical motion. 

The Task Control Architecture is used to achieve 
concurrent perception, planning and control. TCA 
notifies the perception subsystem to asynchronously 
acquire (and preprocess) images following each body 
mwe. For planning and control, the TCA’s task trees 
and temporal constraint mechanisms are d to coor- 
dinate the concurrent execution of one legjbody move 
cycle while planning the next [20]. All in all, the use 
of concurrency enables the Ambler to achieve nearly 
continuous walking motion. 

7 Conclusions 
To survive the rigors and isolation of planetary ex- 
ploration, an autonomous rover must be competent. 
reliable, and efficient. To investigate such issues, we 
have designed and built the Ambler, a ‘unique six- 
legged robot featuring orthogonal legs and a circulat- 
ing gait. A comprehensive software system has been 
developed that combines perception. planning, real- 
time and task-level control to walk the Ambler tbrough 
rugged terrain. To date. the Ambler has autonomously 

walked over a kilometer in rolling terrain, negotiating 
ramps, bouldera, and trenches. 

Thia paper has focused on the design decisions that 
produce competent, nfiable, and efficient behavior. 
The Ambler is highly mobile, capable of walking in 
extreme terrain, aad the associated perception, plan- 
ning and control algorithms enable the system to take 
advantage of this high degree of mobility. A hierarchy 
of hardwan and software monitoring and error recov- 
ery strategia, produce reliable behavior over a wide 
range of conditions. The Ambler’s orthogonal legs 
and level body motion combine to eliminate geornct- 
n e  work, making it a power efficient walker. Findly, 
Careful algorithm design and the uae of concurrency 
reduce the time #pent in computation, which yields a 
more time ef6cient -. 

The Ambler is part of a comprehensive project to 
develop a complete robotic urplom. To this end, we 
intend to add on-board power and Wireleas telemetry in 
order to t a t  the Ambler outdoors in more difficult ter- 
rain and varied conditions. Experiments in long-term, 
autonomous operation nill continue, both indoors and 
out. We also p h  to extcnd previous work in sample 
acquisition [4], which wil l  include adding a manipuls- 
tor ann to tbe Ambler. We anticipate that these efforts 
wiU lead to new inrigb into the technologiea needed 
for autonomous planetary exploration by robots. 
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